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About This Guide

T

IDS GUIDE CONTAINS INStllUCOONS l<ll INSTAWNG AND OPEIA'11!1G TI!E

AppleTalk• Internet Router.

Arouter is a device that connects two or more networks, allowing the

'(

network system to grow beyond the size limits of a single network, and
improving performance by isolating local traffic on each connected network.

The AppleTalk Internet Router software runs on a Macin~h• computer

that can concurrently provide other network services. The Macintosh router
can connect up to eight AppleTalk networks.

xiii
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The AppleTalk Internet Router serves two main functions on an AppleTalk
network system:
• It enables a Macintosh computer to perform internet routing, in many

cases concurrently with other network services, and provides the familiar
Macintosh user interface for router setup and control.
• It provides information to the network administrator about

internetwork routes, network activity levels, and error statistics on the
network system.
The AppleTalk Internet Router is a component ci AppleTalk Phase 2, and may
be used only on an internet in which all routers are compatible with AppleTalk
Phase 2.

Who should read this guide
This guide was designed for administrators of AppleTalk network systems.
The technical contents of the guide are written for a reader with basic
computer experience; the reader i.s not required to have prior knowledge of
network admini.stration. Some of the material is relatively technical, but no
new concepts are introduced without explanation.
Macintosh experience i.s assumed, so concepts such as selecting text or using
the mouse are not covered explicitly. If you need assistance with Macintosh
concepts not covered here, refer to the owner's guide and the system
software guide for your Macintosh computer.

How to use this guide
This manual begins with basic concepts and proceeds to explicit instructions.
An experienced network administrator may spend less time on introductory
chapters and move quickly to operating instructions; however, it is
important for any administrator of the AppleTalk Internet Router tO become
familiar with AppleTalk concepts and terms, such as zones and internets, as
these are central to understanding router services.

xiv
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Figure P· 1 illuslrlltes the sequence in which users having different levels of
experience should read this guide.
• Figure P·l How to use this guide

If .,ou're new
to routers

If you're experienced
with routers

Carefully study the
background materials
in Chapters 1·3

Read Chapter 3 to
learn about the
router's environmental
requirements

Read the inlemec planning
guidelines in Appendix A

Read the desaiption of
the routers functions
in Chapter4

Install the router
software as described
in Chapter 5

Follow the router setup
instructions in Chapter 6

ll~llll

Refer to Chapters 7-10
as needed for router
monitoring and maintenance

Preface: About This Guide
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U you're new to routers

If you haven't previously set up an AppleTalk router, then you will require an
inuoduction to the AppleTaJk network system and networking concepts
befae installing the router:
• Carefully study the badcgroond materials in Chapters 1 through 3.
• Read the intemet planning guidelines in Appendix A.
• Read the description of the router's functionality in Chapter 4.
• Install the router software as desaibed in Chapter 5.
• Follow the router setup instructions in Chapter 6.
• Refer to Chapters 7 through 10 for router monitoring and maintenance.

U you're experienced with

routers

If you're already familiar with AppleTalk concepts and terminology and have
experience with intemets and routers:
• Read Chapter 3 to learn about the router's environmental requirements.
• Install the router software as described in Chapter 5.
• Follow the router setup instructions in Chapter 6.
• Refer to Chapters 7 through 10 for router monitoring and maintenance.

xvi
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Selecting a network administrator
Installing and administering the AppleTalk Internet Router requires the
selection of a network admtnistrator who is responsible for maintaining the
network system. If a network administrator has not yet been designated for
your network, it's recommended that one be ch~n before proceeding.
The responsibilities of the network administrator include some or all of the
following tasks:
• panicipate in planning the physical layout of the network system
• plan the placement of routers, set up routers, and assign network
identification numbers
• coordinate the addition, removal, and relocation of devices on the internet,
such as computers, printers, and servers
• develop and maintain a current map of the network cabling layout and
device locations
• coordinate the selection and implementation of network services, such as
file servers and electronic mail facilities
• perform regular preventive maintenance to help ensure continuous
network operation
• troubleshoot malfunctioning network devices and problems in the cable
system
The network administrator must be familiar with Macintosh operation and
will benefit from prior training in hardware, software, or data communication. However, for the purposes of administering the AppleTalk Internet
Router, the network administrator is not required to have any specific
technical background.

Preface: About This Guide
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Additional references
The following manuals available from Apple Computer, Inc., provide
additional information about using AppleTalk networks:
• The Inter• Poll Admtntstrator's Gutde desaibes how to use the
Inter• PollTll network administrator's utility for maintenance and
troobleshocting on an AppleTalk network system.
• The lix:afl'alll cable System Gutde is a brief reference guide to LocalTalkTll
cable, hardware, and installation. Use it to help in the initial setup of your
network and as a basic introduc.tion to LocalTalk networks.
• The Apple EtherTalk NB User's Gutde provides installation and operation
guidelines for those using EtherTalkTll in their AppleTalk network system.
• The Apple TokenTalk NB User's Guide provides installation and operation
guidelines for those using TokenTalkTll in their AppleTalk network
system.

• Inside AppleTalk is the technical reference manual that explicitly describes
AppleTalk network protocols.
• The AppleTalk Network System Overvfew provides an introduc.tion to the
AppleTalk network system architec.ture and AppleTalk protocols.

xviii
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The AppleTalk Internet Router

w

HAT A NrnlOIX CAN DO FOR INDMDUAL COMPU1EI USERS, AN IN1WIE'l

router can do for network users: It connects computer networks together,

allowing users on different networks

to

communicate with each other, to

share information, and to share network services such as printing and
electronic mail.
The AppleTalk Internet Router software enables a Macintosh~ computer to
serve as an internet router, through which multiple AppleTalk~ networks can
be conneaed, forming an intcmet. Lcx:alTalk~, EtherTalkTll, and
TokenTalkTll networks can be interconnected using an AppleTalk Internet
Router.
The AppleTalk Intemel Router ~ an integral component d the AppleTalk
network system. It implements the AppleTalk protocols, or rules, that
manage the addressing and routing d information to permit internetwork
communication.

Chapter 1: The AppleTalk Internet Router
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How the AppleTal.k Internet Router works
The Macintosh computer used as a router directs traffic among conneaed
networks. To do this, the router software acquires and maintains an up-todate list of all the networks in the internet, as well as the addresses of other
routers through which to forward traffk toward its proper destination.

Rbout the finder •••

Rlarm Clock
Celculetor
Chooser

Control Panel
Find Fiie
Key Ceps

The AppleTalk Internet Router is administered using a Macintosh desk
accessory named Router. The network administrator uses this desk accessory
to set up the router and to monitor its operation. The Router desk accessory
appears in the Apple menu after the router software is installed.
Depending on the Macintosh romputer being used as a router, you can
connect from two to eight AppleTalk networks to the router, using a
combination of the Macintosh serial ports and added internal interface cards.
These network connections include LocalTalkTJI, EtherTaJkTll, and
TokenTalkTll networks, and any other network types for which Macintosh
AppleTalk connections become available in the future.

The Router desk accessory appears
in the Apple menu after installation
of the router software.

4
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Network connections on
your router

Table 1-1 shows configurations of Loc:alTalk, EtherTalk, and TokenTalk
network connections typically available on the Macintosh computers listed
Other network connections, such as an Ethernet connection for the
Macintosh SE, may also be supported, but these are na covered by this
document The AppleTalk Irtemet Router will support any network
connection developed in conformance with Macintosh AppleTalk connection
guidelines.

• Table 1-1 Possible Macintosh network connections

Connection

Macintosh Plus Macintosh SE Macintosh D Macintosh
or SE/30
or IIx
Ilcx

LocalTalk

2

2

2

2

EtherTalk

o•

o•

6

3

TokenTalk

0

0

6

3

Maximum connections

2•

2•

8

5

• EtherTalk interface cards for these Macintosh models may be available from
independent vendors, making an additional network connection possible on
routers using these computers.
On the following page, Figure 1-1 illustrates how an AppleTalk rntemet
Router can be used to connect different network types having different cable
systems.

Chapter 1: The AppleTalk Internet Router
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• Figure 1-1 Connecting multiple network media on a Macintosh Urouter

D

D

Ethernet l:ackbone

D

Loa!Talk

~
••

•
••

•••

Local Talk

D
-

~

D

D

=-LocalTalk in printer port
LocalTalk in modem port
EtherTalk interface card----~
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What the AppleTalk Internet Router can do
The AppleTalk Internet Router provides two categories of funaions:

• tnternet roultng, performed in the •mckground" (or invisibly to the user)
on a Macintosh computer

• router control and montlorlng, performed interactively through the
Router desk accessory

Internet routing functions

The AppleTalk Internet Router perfonm the following functions on an
AppleTalk network system:
• increases the potential size and number of devices in the network system
by connecting multiple networks together
• connects different AppleTalk network types, such as LocalTalk,
EtherTalk, and TokenTalk
• improves internet performance by isolating local traffic within individual
networks
• creates zones that conceptually partition the internet, so that users can
more efficiently access shared services

Router control and
monitoring functions

A network administrator will use the Router desk accessory for three types
of activities:
• setting up the router
• viewing network routing information
• viewing network statistics
Router Setup: The Router Setup window allows you to identify the
networks connected to the Macintosh router's ports, and to create internet

zones that can be used to group devices on those networks. Up to eight
directly connected networks can be defined in the Router Setup window.

Network Information: The router's Network Information window
di.splays general router activity levels as well as the current routing table of
the internet, listing networks, zones, and routing information for the entire
internet.

Chapter 1: The AppleTalk Internet Router
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Port Statistics: The router's Port Stastistics window displays both general
routing activity and a port-by-port statistical description of various
operating coodilions and enm on the intemel

Additional functions of the Router desk accessory allow you to set options
for viewing rooting information, and to print out the VlU'ious router displays.

Bridges and routers
The terrm lmdge and rower have often been used interchangeably in
networking literature. Both bridges and routers are used to interconnect
networks and move information between them, but the differences
between lhese devices need to be clarified.

+

Note: In some previous documents from Apple, the term bridge has been
used generically to refer to bridges and routers. This and future
documents from Apple will use the terms bridge and router distinctly.

The difference between bridges and routers can be summarized as follows:
When a bridge is used to join two networks, the result is one expanded
network, net an internet. The bridge causes the previously separate networks
to appear to any Olher connected networks as a single network.
Arouter, however, maintains a logical map of the networks and other
routers in an internet, enabling the networks to retain separate identities, and
enabling the router to determine the most efficient path through which to
transmit data to its destination network.
For readers familiar with the terminology of network protocols, a bridge
implements the addressing of nodes on connected networks at the data-link
protocol level, while a router supports addressing at the network protocol
level.
Figure 1-2 illustrates the distinction between bridges and routers.

8
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• Figure 1·2 Bridges and routers on an .irucmet

-

a. Three independent
nerworks.

b. A bndge device,
when used to join
networks together,
causes network
devices to see
the previously
separate netWorks
as one single, larger
network.

c.

A router maintains
a logical map of
networks in an
internet, allowing the
networks to be given
separate addresses.
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AppleTalk Terms and Concepts

B

EIORE YOU INSTALL AND llSJ! nm APPIErm INmN!rr Room, vou

should be familiar with some of the fundamental terms and concepts of

AppleTalk network systems. The definitions in this chapter will help you to
understand the router's operating principles and the infonnation in its
displays.
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AppleTalk networks and internets
If yoo have no prior experience wkh the AppleTalk network system, be sure
to study all the concepts in this chapter before proceeding. If you a1e
experienced wkh AppleTalk, but oot familiar with the extended features of
AppleTalk Phase 2, read the sections of this chapter tided •AppleTalk
Addressing- and •AppleTalk Zones.•
Anetwork is a collection or computers, server devices, and connecting
devices that a1e connected together and capable of communicating with each
other through a transmission medium.

Network

Examples of transmission media include electrical cables, optical fibers, and
telephone lines.
For the purposes rJ this manual, a netw6rk is defined as having a unique
identity separate from any other network(s) to which it is coMected
(see •AppleTalk Addressing,• below).

Internet

An internet is any grouping of two or more networks connected by one or
more internet routers.

The AppleTalk Network
System

Anetwork system is a communication environment in which network
devices and software observe a common set of rules for communicating.
These rules are called network protocols, and they explicitly prescribe each
step in the process rJ interaction between network devices.
The AppleTalk network system comprises a set of protocols, each of which
governs a different aspect or the communication process, such as how
network devices are identified, and how data is formatted for transmission.
AppleTalk protcols can be implemented by a wide variety rJ different devices
and transmission media.
Wb.lle all AppleTalk networks use AppleTalk protocols, they do not all use
the same transmission standards, media, or connections.

12
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The AppleTalk network system's design allows you to select the cable
systems that best suit the needs of your installation, while retaining the
same AppleTalk services and ilterface throughout the internet Every
Macintosh computer is equipped with a built-in Locarl'alk network
conneaion, which supports the low-cost, medium-speed LocalTalk cable
system.

Alternate network connectioos include EtherTalk, for the higher performance
of the Ethernet network standard, and TokenTalk, for connection to a Token
Ring network. These network conneaions are available through special
interface cards in certain Macint~h computers. (See the discussion of
network conneaions at the end of Chapter 3.)

Network services

AppleTalk network services are the capabilities that the network system
delivers to users, such as printing on network printers, file sharing on
network file servers, or communicating through electronic mail.

AppleTalk addressing

Transmitting information in an AppleTalk network system-for example, a
request from a workstation to open a me on a server-is made possible by an
addressing scheme that identifies the sender and destination of the
transmission, using network and node addresses. Data is transmitted to and
from these addresses in the form of Packets.

Packets
To prepare data for transmission, AppleTalk network software formats the
data into packets, adding the addresses of the source and destination devices.
Apacket is one unit of information that has been formatted for
transmission on an AppleTalk network.
AppleTalk packets vary in length from a few characters to a few hundred. A
short network transmission might fit into a single packet, while a longer
transmission, such as a document file, will usually be broken up into multiple
packets.
Some of the packets transmitted on a network are sent not by users, but by
network software implementing AppleTalk protocols; for example, the
exchange of network information among routers updating each other's
routing tables.

Chapter 2: ApplcTallc Tenm and Concepts
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Nodes
Each individually addressable device COMected to an AppleTalk network, such
as a computer or a LaserWrttr9 printer, is known as a node.

• ALocalTalk network can support up to 32 nodes.
• An EtherTalk or TokenTalk network can support over 16 million node
addresses. The actual maximum number d devices is determined by

physical limitations of the network.

Network addresses
An AppleTalk network is identified by either a network number or a
network range. These identifiers are defined during the router setup process.
• A LocalTalk network is identified by a single network number that is
unique in the internet
• All other AppleTalk networks are identified by a network range-a range
of contiguous network numbers, such as 1-10. (If EtherTalk is installed on
your router, the EtherTalk software must be upgraded to version 2.0 to
support network ranges.)
The network number or range must be unique in the internet: no two
networks can have the same number, and no two network ranges can overlap
or have any network numbers in common.
Each number in a network range is a network address that can be associated
with up to 253 nodes. The s.17.e of the network range determines the
maximum number of AppleTalk derices on the physical nerwork. For
example, a nerwork having the range 1-10 could contain up to 10 x 253, or

2,530 nodes.

Chapter 6, "Setting Up the AppleTalk Internet Router,• describes the
procedure for entering network numbers and ranges, and Appendix A,
"Planning an AppleTalk Internet; provides additional information about
choosing network numbers and network ranges.

14
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Node addresses
Each individual node on an AppleTalk network is identified by a node
address. Anode address comists of
• a network number
• a node number, known as the node m
On a network identified by a network range, the first part of each node's

address-the networll number portio~is a number within that network
range. For example, a network having the range 1-10 would contain nodes
with such addresses as 1,96 or 5,77.
An AppleTalk node automadcally acquires an address when ft fs turned on;

the address does not need to be assigned by an administrator or user.

Since node addresses are dynamically assigned in this way upon startup, a
node may or may not have the same addre~ each time it is turned on. When
restarted, a node attempts to reclaim the addr~ it previously used If, while
the node was off, its addr~ was acquired by another, the node will acquire a
newaddr~.

AppleTalk zones

Azone in an AppleTalk internet is a means of grouping devices that makes it
easier to locate and access network services. AppleTalk zones are conceptual
groupings with no physical boundaries; they are defined by the network
administrator during the router setup process.
Each node in an AppleTalk internet belongs to one specific zone. Network
services delivered by these nodes, such as printing and fde service, are
presented to users in listings grouped by zone name.
To view or use any service in an AppleTalk internet, a user first selects a zone
from a list and then indicates the type of service desired. The user is then
presented with a list of all available services of the desired type wilhtn the
selected zone only, eliminating the need to search through combined listings
Of all services on the internet at once.
Defining zones can facilitate the departmental grouping of users. Since nodes
on different networks can belong to the same zone, and nodes on the same
network can belong to different zones, zones let you create and modify work
groups without changing any physical connections. An AppleTalk internet
can contain any number of zones.

Chapter 2: AppleTalk Terms and ConceptS
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Zone names and mnc lists
During the router setup ~. each network connected to the router is
identified, and can be associated with one or roore mne names.
• AlocaJTalk network can be associated with only 0118 zone name. All of
the network's nodes belong to this zone.
• All other AppleTalk networks can be associated with a zone Ust-a list
of one or more zone names available to nodes on that network.
1bc zone to which an individual node belon~ can be chosen from among the

zone names associated with that node's network. This list of zones can be
accessed through the Macintosh Control Panel. Unless a node's zone is
explicitly selected from the network's zone list, the node belon~ to the
default zone for the network, which is defined during router setup.
Anode can bdong to only one zone, but the node's user can view and access
network services, such as printers and me servus, in all zones.

It's important to distinguish between the internet Z0118 ltst -the list of all
zones in the internet from which you can access network services-and the
network ZU118 ltst from which you select the zone to which a node will
belong. The internet zone list is presented in the Macintosh Chooser desk
accessory, while the network zone list is accessed through the Control Panel.
If only one zone is defined for the entire internet, all network services in the
internet are pre5ented together in each Macintosh user's Chooser window,
and no zone name is displayed.

16
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An

Internet mne aample

It's useful to remember that AppleTalk zones are groupin~ of computers
and services defined for organizational purpmes, not physical arrangements
d devices. Figure 2-1 Ulustrates this concept: If you connect two networks
to a router and enter the same two zones-Zone Aand Zone B-in the zone
list for each network, either Zone Aor Zone Bcan be selected as the zone in
which to register any node.
• Ffgare 2-1 Nodes on a networlc can reside in different zones .
File Server in
Zone A

ZoneB

ZoneA

ZoneB

Network!

Router

(

File Server in
ZoneB

Zone A

Zone A

Zones

Nctwork2

Some key points to remember about zones:
• There is no physical size or shape to a zone; it can include one node, several,
or all the nodes on the entire internet.
• It isn't necessary for nodes that belong to the same zone to be physically
contiguous, or on the same network, or even on contiguous networks.
• Any node in a network can belong to any zone whose name appears in

that network's zone list.
• A Locarralk network's zone list can contain only one zone name.

Chapter 2: AppleTalk Terms and Concepts
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Internet routers
An internet router is used to connect an AppleTalk network to one or more
additional AppleTalk networks. The following are general aspects of internet
routers for the AppleTalk network system.

Hardware-based and
software-based routers

A hardware-based router is a dedicated device whose only function is internet
routing. It is generally a self-contained device, without a monitor or
keyboard, designed to be used only as a router.
Asoftware-based router operates on a general-purpase computer, and may be
a dedicated on ooodcdicatcd router.
Adedicated router is a computer which, when running internet routing
software, can be used for no other purpose. The AppleTalk Internet Router is
an example of a nondedicated, software-wed router. It operates on a
Macintosh computer that may be used concurrently for other network
services, eliminating the need to dedicate a computer to either the router or
server.

Seed routers

When more than one router is connected to an AppleTalk network, the
identifying information for that network, such as its network range and
zone list, needs to be entered in only one of the connected routers.
A router in which this identifying information about a network is defined is
said to be a seed router for that network. A network must have at least one
seed router.
Aseed router transmits identifying information about the network to all
other routers directly connected to that network. A nooseed router is a
router in which information about a network is not entered by the network
administrator. Nonseed routers acquire network information from seed
routers.
Seed routers make Jt pos.sil>le for you to enta setup Jnfonnation for a
network only once, no matter how many routers att connected to that
network. This capability ellminates the need to enter the same information
in several routers, thereby reducing the risk of conflicts due to mistyped
network informadon.
,
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While setting up a router, yoo need to enter network numbers and zone
names for only time networks for which the router is a seed router. An
cnmplc of this is shown in Figure 2-2.
+ NotB: Any router may be both a seed and nonsccd router for diffcrcnt
connce1cd networks. For example, a router with connections to four
nctworics might SCIVe as a seed router fa two oF these and as a nonsccd
router for the remaining two.
Because a router can provide seed routing services to some connected
networks and nonsccd routing services to others, the router's ports are
referred to as seed pons and nonssed pons.
• Figure 2-2 Using seed routers to simplify the router setup procedure

Seed rout.er

Seed port

Seed port

for backbone - - - - - - - -.....~-1
Nonseed port
for backbone

Seed port

for backbone
Backbone nerwork
Nonseed port
for backbone

Seed port
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A network must have at least one seed router to be recognized by any other

intemet rooters. If two or more routers serve as seed routers for the same
network, each must specify the exact same information about the network.
An AppleTalk Internet Router will not recognize any networks connected to
nomeed ports until network information is received fran the networks' seed
routers. This information is acquired during the regular exchange of routing
tables among routels on each netwak (see "Routing Tables,• following). In
the interim, the networks will not appear in the Network lnfonnation
displays d. nonseed rooters.

Hops

Ahop is a unit count between networks on the internet. A hop signifies
•one router away.• For example, a network device located on a network
separated from your network by three routers would be three hops away.
AppleTalk protocols allow a maximum of 15 hops in any single transmission
path.
• Figure 2-3 Hops in an internet route

Node2

Node!

Router

Router

Router

Node 1 is 3 hops away from node 2.
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Routing tables

Arouting table: is maintained in each AppleTalk Internet Router. This table
lists all networks and routers in the internet, to enable routers to determine
the most efficiem route for each packet
The routing table serves the rooter as a logical map of the internet, specifying
the address of the ncxl router in the path to a given destination network, and
the distance (in hops) to other networks. The router uses the routing table to
determine where (and whether) to forward a data packet
F.ach router periodically broadca.slS its routing table to other routers on each
of its directly conneaed networks, enabling them to compare and update
their own tables with the most recent record of connected networks and
routes. In this way, routing tables are kept current as changes are made on
the internet
The routing table maintained by the AppleTalk Internet Router is described in
Chapter 8, "The Network Information Window.•

Chapter 2: AppleTalk Terms and Concepts
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System Requirements and
Router Environments

T

1115 CHAm1 '11!1.LS YOU WHAT YOU NEED ro KNOW ABOUT ioum

hardware, software, and environments. Be sure you're familiar with the
information in this chapter before you proceed to install or set up the

AppleTalk Internet Router.
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System requirements
The following sections specify the hardware and system software required
to operate the AppleTalk Internet Router.

Hardware

The AppleTalk Internet Router can be operated on any of the following
Macintosh computers:
• Macintosh Plus
• Macintosh SE family
• Macintosh II family
Ahard disk is nol required on the Macinto.5h computer running the router
software.
The AppleTalk Internet Router cannot be operated on any of the following
computers:
• Macintosh XL
• Macintosh 128K
• Macintosh 512K
• Macintosh 512K enhanced

+ Note: If the AppleTalk Internet Router will be running on a Macintosh
concurrently with one other network service, such as file server or print
server software, a system with a hard disk and 1 megabyte (MB) of
random-acces.s memory (RAM) may be adequate. If more than one
additional service is to be provided by the router Macinto.5h, at least 2 MB
of RAM will be required. For details, see "Macintosh Router
Environments• later in this chapter.
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Software

1be Macintosh computer running the AppleTalk Internet Router must be

equipped with the following software:
• System file version 6.0.3 a later.
• If a TokenTalk network connection is installed on the router, the
TokenTalk software must be version 2.0 or later.
• If an EtherTalk network conneaion is installed on the router, the
EtherTalk software must be version 2.0 or later.
EtherTalk software version 1.2 or earlier an be used temporarily in an
AppleTalk Internet Router, to retain connectivity during an internet upgrade
from AppleTalk Phase 1 to Phase 2. However, such a network connec.tion will
na provide the full functionality of AppleTalk Phase 2, and the network will
experience lower performance.

Macintosh router environments
As mentioned previously, one of the advantages of a software-based router
is the ability to combine the router's services with other network services on

a Macintosh computer.
1be three most common Macintosh environments for the AppleTalk
Internet Router are described on the following pages. The one you find most

suitable will depend on the requirements of the internet in which the router is
installed.

Chapter 3: System Requirements and Router Environments
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Running the AppleTalk
Internet Router on a
nondedicated Macintosh
computer

A highly cost-effective use of the AppleTalk Internet Router is to run the
router software on a Macintosh computer concurrently with an AppleShare®
me server, print server, or both.

+ Memory requtrements: If both a file server and a print server will be
ruMing concunently with the router, a Macintosh with at least 2 MB of
RAM will be required. If either server is individually used with the router, a
1 MB system may be adequate.

+ Installtng on a server: Refer to "Installing the AppleTalk Internet Router
with an AppleShare File Server" in Olapter 5 for instructiom on installing
and operating a router on a Macintosh with AppleShare File Server
software.
There are several benefits to running a router and a server on a shared
Macintosh computer:
• Since a Macintosh computer used as a server is often a dedicated device, its
cost-effectiveness can be extended by adding a router.
• In many cases, the server requires that the Macintosh be in a secured
environment and that shutdowns be avoided. These conditions are also
ideal for an internet router.
• The addition of router services on an AppleShare server optimizes the
availability of the server by placing it at the hub of several connected
networks that can directly access the server.
• Since the AppleShare server is not used as a general-purpose workstation,
the router's added processing load will not degrade the performance of
any user applications.

!:::. Important To be run concurrently with the AppleTalk Internet Router, AppleShare File
Server software must have a version number of at least 2.0.1. t:::.
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Running the AppleTalk

Internet Router on a
dedicated Macintosh
computer

If your internet environment demands the least possible degradation in the
performance of both serveis and routers, ex if servers are expected to be shut
down frequently, you may want to dedicate a Macintosh computer to run
exdusively the AppleTalk Internet Router.
Use the following performance guidelines to determine whether your
environment requires a dedicated router.

•

c--c:=:J

a
/IJ

• If the router is connecting high-traffic LocalTalk networks in a busy
internet, the performance of any concurrent server on the router
Macintosh may be degraded by router processing.
• An AppleShare file server that is heavily used by many users may degrade

the performance ci the router and ,consequently, may slow down
network performance.
• If the router is connecting F.therTalk or TokenTalk networks, the
performance of a concurrent server will not be as severely degraded, due to
the network interface card's buffering capability, which reduces the
central processor's workload
• An AppleShare print server does not gererate as much input/output traffic
as a file server, so network performance is less likely to be degraded by its

concurrent use on a router.
A dedicated Macintosh is the router environment that presents your internet
with the least risk from interference or degradation in the router device.
However, such measures are not necessary in every internet. You may wish
to experiment with both dedicated and nondedicated router environments to
determine which delivers perfonnance that is appropriate for your needs.

6

Important Ahard disk is not required in a Macintosh computer used as a dedicated
router. For further information, see "Running the AppleTalk Internet Router
Without a Hard Disk" in Chapter 5. 1::..
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Running the AppleTalk
Internet Router on a
Macintosh workstation

Under mo.st circurmtances, an AppleTalk Internet Router should not be run
on a Macintosh computer that will be used concurrently as a user's
workstation. User adivlies might require shutting down or restarting the
system, or might lead to system errors that would interrupt router
operation. In addition, user applications on the workstation would suffer
from reduced pcrformance due to router processing.
However, a Macirtosh router on your network can be designated as an
administrator's workstation if its use is limled to providing router services
and running network administration software, such as the Inter•PollTll
network administrator's utility. Such administration tools are used only
intermittently and may not significantly interfere with router operations.
Again, the actual use and admin~tration patterns in your own network
system will dictate the best environments in which to install your routers.

Connecting networks to the router ports
The process of connecting a network to a router port is no different from
connecting an AppleTalk network connector to a general-putpQSe Macintosh
computer. However, if you're connecting two LocalTalk networks, you can
use both the router's printer and modem ports. The network connections
available on your router are described below.

A Warning Be sure to shut down the Macintosh running the router software before
connecting any networks to its ports. If a concurrent file or print server is
running, first perform an orderly shutdown of the application, and then shut
down the system. This will shut down any serial network connection
software, or drivers, running on the Macintosh ports.
Since the Macintosh can be used with serial peripheral devices, such as
ImageWriter® printers and modems, it's possible that a driver for such a
device will be running on the printer or modem port. These drivers could
cause a network-wide malfunction if running when a network ~ connected
to the port. .a.
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Ports

Each Macintcsh computer is equipped with two standard serial ports: a
modem port and a printer pon. Both of these pons are used for network
c:onnections when the AppleTalk Internet Router is set up as a 1.ocarralk-toLoc:3JTalk router.
Additional pons may be added by meam of plug-in communialioo cards. For
example, the Macirtcsh SE accepts one such card, and the Macintosh II
aa:eptS up to six. The Macintosh Plus does not accept any added internal
interface cards.

• Locah'alk: To connea a Locarralk network, plug the LoalTalk
connector directly into the Macintcsh printer or modem port. If two
LocalTalk networks are being connected, you'll need to use both of these

pons.
• EtherTalk: To connect one or more Ethernet networks, you'll need to
install an ElherTalk interface card into the router Macintcsh for each
Ethernet connection. Refer to the Apple EtherTalk NB User's Guide for
complete installation instruc.tions. Then, for each EtherTalk connec.tion,
plug the network connector into the pon of an installed EtherTalk card.
• TokcnTalk: To connect one or more Token Ring networks, you'll need to
install a TokenTalk interface card into the router Macintcsh for each
Token Ring connection. Refer to the Apple Toi.enTalk NB User's Guide for
complete installation instructions. Then, for each TokenTalk connection,
plug the network connector into the port of an installed TokenTalk card.

~··
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A quick tour

To HW vou BUOME FAMIIJAll V1!1111HE APP1'TALK IN1E!NET Ro um,
this chapter introduces the router's main features and capabilities:
• the Router desk accessory

• the Router Setup window
• the Network Information window
• the Pon Statistics window
Each of these subjects is presented in detail in later chapters.
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The Router desk accessory
1bc Router desk accessory is the user interface through which a network ·
admin~trator can set up

and monitor the AppleTalk Intemet Router.

The desk accessory represents the visible, extemal functions of the router
software; the actual internet routing operations occur invisibly in the
background and continue when the desk accessory ~ closed
Choosing the Router desk accessory from the Apple menu causes the Router
menu to be added to the menu bar.
Figure 4-1 shows the Router menu's command selections. ·
• Figure 4-1 The Router menu
m:I I

Tll•!D.

About Router •••
Networt Information
Port Statistics
"'Router Setup
Reset All statistics
Change Settings ...
Set Password ...
Print Current Window .••
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The Router Setup window
The Rooter Setup window is displayed each time yoo open the Router desk
accessory while the router is not running. (When the router is ruMing, the
desk acces.uy opens to whichever window was most recently displayed)
You cm access the Router Setup window anytime through the Router menu.
The Rooter Setup window, shown in Figure 4-2, is the interface through
which yoo identify each network connected to the router.
• Flgare 4-2 The Router Setup window
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The Router Setup wiridow presents one line for each possible network
connection. The number of lines displayed is determined by the number of
AppleTalk network pons installed in the MacintoSh.
You use the Router Setup window to
• identify each network connected to the router
• create zones to panition the internet
• set the rouler's on/off status
• make changes in the router's setup
The Router Setup window is desaibed in Chapter 6.
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The Network Information window
Once the router is running, you can display the Network lnfonnation
window, shown in Figure 4-3. This window allows you to monitor

• the level of traffic pming through the router
• the level of network reliability (computed in relation to network errors)
• the current contents of the router's complete routing table, which lists all
networks and zones in the internet
• Figure 4-3 The NetWork lnfonnation window
Networtc lnfarmetton rar Router: RppleTelt lntemet Router
100.011
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l*"f•lt
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The routing table is the foundation of the logic that makes internet routing
possible. It is the logical map of the internet that the router uses to forward
packets between networks through the most direct route.
The routing table lists the network numbers and zooe names of all networks
on the internet, the distance in hops to each network from the cun:ent
router, the router port through which to forward a packet to each network
destination, and the address of the next router in the route.
The Network Information window is described in Chapter 8.
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The Port Statistics window
wrule the rooter ~ running, you can display the Port Statistics window,
shown in Figure 4-4, to observe continually updated totals <i
• varioos significarit network errors

• incoming and outgoing traffic rates
• readings of activity and reliability levels
• Figure 4-4 The Port Statistics window
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The statistics are listed separately for each individual port, so you can
monitor relative activity and error levels of connected networks.
The Port Statistics window is described in Chapter 9.
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Router operation
Once the AppleTalk Internet Rooter has been set up, it perfonm internet
roUting as a background application and does net require any interactive
operation from the user.
The Router desk accesory does ooc need to be open while the router is
nuuUng.

The Network Information and Port Statistics windows are provided as your
visual interface to the router to allow you to monitor and better underswid
its activity.
Although no interaction or maintenance is required on your router, you'll tum
to these windows often to check the integrity of the router's operation or to
help troubleshoot a problem involving a network connection.
Through repeated use of the router's information and statistical displays,
you'll acquire a sense of •normal• levels for the various events and errors that
are reported, and will come to use this knowledge to interpret imbalances,
diagnose related problems, and optimize your internet design.
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· Part II

Installing and Using the
AppleTalk Internet Router
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APTER

5

Insta11ing the AppleTalk Internet
Router

THIS

CHAmR PROVIDES TilE INFORMAllON YOU NEED TO INSTAll AND

prepare to use the AppleTalk Internet Router. This includes:
• Installing the router software on a hard disk
• Installing the router software on a Macintosh that's concurrently used as
an AppleShare file server
• Installing the router software on a Macintosh without a hard disk
• Changes in the Macintosh resulting from the router installation

Chapter 5: Installing the AppleTallc Internet Router
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The AppleTalk Internet Router disk
The AppleTalk Internet Router software is provided on a disk that contains
the following items:
• the AppleTalk Internet Router software
• the Router desk accessory

• an Installer applialtion plus installation scripts
• a System Folder

The following sections describe how to install the AppleTalk Internet Router
on the startup disk of the Macintosh that will serve as a router.

+ Running from a flcppy diSlt: If you plan to run the router software on a
Macintosh without a hard disk, skip to "Running the AppleTalk Internet
Router Without a Hard D~k· later in th~ chapter.

+ Running wtth c.oncummt AppleShare: If you plan to install the router

6. Important

40

software on a Macintosh computer that is concurrently used as an
AppleShare server, turn to "Installing the AppleTalk Internet Router with
an AppleShare File Server," in th~ chapter, before proceeding.
Be sure that the Macintosh on which you install the router software is
located in a place where it will not be inadvertently shut down or used for
any unauthorized purpose. 6
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Installing on a hard disk
To install the AppleTalk Internet Router software on a hard disk:
L Start up the Macintosh from the AppleTalk Internet Router disk.
Insert the AppleTalk Internet Router disk into the intcmal disk drive and
tum on the Macintosh.
2. Display the dfsk'S CODtc!lts.

Double-dick the AppleTalk Internet Router Installation disk icon to open
the directory window.

3. Open the Installer.
In the AppleTalk Internet Router directory window, double-dick the
Installer icon to display the Installer dialog box shown in Figure 5-1.

+

Help: You can click the Help button in the Installer dialog box, either
before or after installing, if you need information about the installation
process or the files being installed.

• Figure 5·1 The Insialler dialog box
u2.6

Installer

HD20

Macintosh 11 lnstelletlon (u6.0.3)
Macintosh Plus lnstelletion (u.6.0.3)
Meclntosh SE lnstelletlon (u.6.0.3)
RppleTelt Internet Router (u.2.0)

Eject

Drtue
( Install }

(Remoue}
(

....____________

__,,.o~.

Help

J

autt

~ Please select a dist end the resources you want to
~ Install on It.
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4. Select System installation If necessary.
If you're installing onto a blank hard disk with no System Folder, or if
yoor System file is an earlier version than the one provided here, you'll fU'St
want to install a new System ftle. Oick the System installation for the
appropriate Macinta;h computer.

s.

Click Install
System installation begim. This process can take up to two minutes or
more, depending on the computer. Amessage in the Installer dialog box
notifies you when imtallation has been successfully completed.

6. Install the AppleTalk Internet Router.
Oick the AppleTalk Internet Router to select it and then click Install once
more. The router program and desk accessory will be installed, and you'll
be notified by a message when installation has been successfully
completed.

7. Click Quit.
The installation is now complete.
8. Choose Rc~tart from the Special menu.

Since the system was started from the router installation disk, you must
restart the Macintosh using the startup disk onto which you've installed
the router.
When the FinderTM starts up, the Router desk accessory should appear in
the Apple (9t) menu. The router is now ready to be set up.

6

Important LocalTalk network connection software is installed during the router
installation. If you will be using the router to connect EtherTalk or
TokenTalk networks, you will need to install the appropriate interface
card(s) and network conneclion drivers on the router Macintosh before
setting up the router.
Refer to the EtherTalk or TokenTalk documentation for installation
instructions. 1::::.
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Installing the AppleTalk Internet Router
with an AppleShare file server
Use this seaion when installing the AppleTalk Internet Rourer software on a
Macintosh computer that will concunendy run AppleShare File Server
software. Before proceeding, be sure to read the discussion of concurrent
applicatioos and their requirements in Chaprer 3.

The installation procedure described in the preceding section does not change
when the AppleTalk Inremet Router software is used concurrently with
AppleShare, but it requires additional steps before and after installing the
router software.

!:::,.

Important If AppleShare isn't installed yet, follow the installation instructions in the
A[JJleShare Ftle SenJer Admintstrator's Gulde to install the AppleShare
software before you install the router.
If the router was installed first, you'll need to reinstall it afl/Jr installing
AppleShare. The AppleShare installation causes changes in the System Folder
that would prevent the router from running, and these changes are corrected
during the router's installation. 6.
Follow these steps to install the AppleTalk Internet Router after AppleShare
has been installed:

L If AppleShare ls running, perfonn an orderly shutdown of the
server software.
Refer to the server documentation for shutdown instructions.
2. Restart the Macintosh from the ApplcTalk Internet Router

Installation disk and install the router onto the server's startup
volume.
Perform the installation exactly as described for a dedicated router in the
preceding section.

Chapter S: Installing the AppleTalk Intemet Router
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3. Restart the Madotosh from the server startup dJsk onto which
you'Ve lostalkd the router.
The server is now running, but the router cannot be turned on until it has
been setup.

4. Open the Router desk aca:s.sory and proceed to set up the router.
Refer to Chapter 6, •Setting Up the AppleTalk Internet Router,• for setup
instructions.
S. Set the router's Restart Status to On, save the setup infonnatlon,

and once agai11 shut down the ApplcSharc server software.

6. Restart the Macintosh from the server startup dlsk onto which
you'Ve set up the router.
The AppleShare server and the AppleTalk Internet Router are now running
concurrently on the Macintosh.

Shutting down
AppleShare when the
router is active

To accommodate the users of the file server, AppleShare File Server software
provides for a timed countdown period when the system is shut down. This
gives users time to finish any work in progress on the server.
An AppleShare dialog box displays a timer that counts down the minutes and
seconds until final shutdown. When this timer reaches zero, the server
software is shut down. However, if the AppleTalk Internet Router is
running, the system does not shut down at this point, but first displays the
shutdown warning dialog box shown in Figure 5-2, alerting you that the
router is still running.
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• FJpre S-Z The shutdown warning dialog box

II\

An AppleTelt Router Is running on

ill this Macintosh. Are you sure you
went to shut down?

I

OK

I

Cancel

If you click OK to confirm the shutdown command, the system shuts down
normally. If you dick Cancel at this time, the Macintosh system shutdown is
canceled and the router remains active, but the shutdown of the server is not
cance/etL

You can no longer cancel the shutdown of the server at this point because
the server has already been shut down. You can continue to use the router, or
you can shut down the system at any time. To shut down the Macintosh,
choose Shut Down from the Server menu.
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Running the AppleTalk Internet Router
without a hard disk
The AppleTalk Internet Router can operate without a hard disk. If you
dKae this configuration, use the procedure below to set up the Macintosh
as a router.

+ lnstalltng on afo>ppy disk: You can install the router software onto a
floppy disk. However, this is na neces.wy if the router will be the only
application running on the Macint~h. Running from a copy of the original
router disk, as described below, is easier and more direct than using the
Installer to install onto a floppy disk.
If you do wish to install the router software onto a floppy disk, a
Macintosh wilh two floppy disk drives is required. Follow the directions
in the previous section for installing on a hard disk, but when you open
the Installer dialog box, click the Drive button one or more times until the
name of the desired floppy disk drive is displayed. Then continue the
procedure as indicated for the hard disk installation.
To run the AppleTalk Internet Router from a copy of the Installation disk:

L Make a backup copy of the ApplcTalk Internet Router
Installation disk.

Never use your original disk to run the AppleTalk Internet Router. Make a
duplicate disk, referring to your Macintosh Owner's Guide if necessary,
and store the original disk in a safe place.
2. Start up your Macintosh from the duplicate router disk.

Insert the disk and turn on the

Macint~h.

When the Finder starts up, the Router desk accessory is added to the
Apple menu. The router is oow ready to be set up.

6
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Important

No printer drivers are included on the AppleTalk Internet Router disk. If you
intend to use the Router printing function, you must fJrSt install printer
drivers onto the System on the AppleTalk Internet Router disk. To make
room on the disk, you may need to first remove fonts or desk accessories
from the system using the Macintosh Font/DA Mover utility. A
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Changes in the Macintosh Control Panel
Once you've installed the AppleTalk Internet Router, you'll note some
changes in the Macintosh Control Panel. These changes are produced by ftles,
installed in the Macintosh System Folder during the router installation, that
enable the Macinta;h to recognize the various AppleTalk conneaions
available.
These mes are known as the Network resource file and the AppleTalll
connection drtvm.

If yoo've already had EtherTalk or TokenTalk installed on yoor system, these
files were part of that installation as well. Figure 5-3 shows the Control Panel
after the installation of the router, EtherTalk, and TokenTalk.
•

Figure S-3 The Macintosh Control Panel after installation of the AppleTalk
Internet Router and EtherTalk and TokenTalk drivers
Control Panel

[%]
Loo.ITilk

It.,

I
i1
:- i

IZiml

Control Panel resource rues produce Icons 1n the Control Panel (for
example, the Keyboard and Mouse icons) that allow you to display the
corresponding options and settings for these resources.
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The Network resource fde installed with the AppleTalk Internet Router (as

well as with EtherTalk and TokenTalk) produces the Network icon
highlighted in Figure 5-3.
When you dick the Network icon, the content area of the Control Panel
displays an icon for each AppleTalk connection available to the system. The
icon for the currently selected AppleTalk connectioo is highlighted.
Each AppleTalk comlecdon dtmt displays an icoo in the Control Panel
When JOU cllck one of these icons, the corresponding AppleTalk connection
is established.

One AppleTalk connection driver must be present for each network
connection in a Macintosh. For example, if an EtherTalk card is installed, an
EtherTalk driver must be installed as well. During the AppleTalk Internet
Router installation, the following AppleTalk drivers are added to the System
Folder:
• LocalTalk for the Macintosh modem port
• LocaITalk for the Macint~h printer port (labeled "Built-in")

+ Note: Although Lcx:alTalk for the printer port is built into the Macintosh,
this additional driver is required for the router to recognize and select the
corresponding connection. This file must not be removed from your
System Folder as long as the router is installed.
While LocalTalk is normally connected only to the printer port, the router
software makes Lcx:aJTalk connections available for both the Macintosh
printer and modem ports, so that the router can connect two networks
without any change in hardware setup.
In addition to resource files and drivers, the router installation adds a status
indicator to the Control Panel. When the Network icon is selected, a box is
displayed in the Control Panel, indicating whether the router is currently on
and whether it is set to tum on upon restart. These settings can be changed
in the Router desk accessory but not in the Control Panel.
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Effects of installing the router software on a
Macintosh
Installing the router softw2re on a Macintosh computer will cause some
changes in how you can use the computer.
In addition to the effects on the performance ri concurrent applications
(d~ in Chapter 3), these changes include:

• The amourt of memory available for concurrently running applications is
sharply reduced by the router.
• The disk on which the router software is running cannot be ejected or
unmounted while the router is active.
• AppleTalk cannot be deactivated from the Chooser when the router is
active.
• Attempting to shut down the Macintosh causes a warning to be
displayed and requires the shutdown command to be confirmed
• Once the router software is installed, you cannot change the currently
selected AppleTalk connection from the Control Panel, even after the
router has been turned off. The router Restart Status must be set to OFF,
and the Macintash restarted, before you can change the AppleTalk
connection.
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Setting Up the AppleTalk Internet
Router

B

ERJRE YOU CAN START UP AND OPERATE 1llE APP!EfALK INTERNET ROUTER,

you need to set up the router by identifying connected networks. The router
setup procedure involves
•

assigning network numbers and ranges

•

defining AppleTalk zones

•

entering port descriptions

•

selecting a User's Port for the router
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£ Warning Before proceeding, make sure the Macintosh has been restarted using the disk
onto which you've imtalled the router softW3J'e. This will enable the router
setup information you enter to be saved on the that disk. •
To display the Router Setup win<k>w, open the Router desk accessory:
• Choose louter Crom the Apple menu.

The Router menu is added to your menu bar, and the Router Setup
window is displayed on the screen, as shown in Figure ~ 1.
The Router Setup window is displayed whenever you open the Router desk
accessory while the router is not active.
• Figure 6-1 The Router Setup window
Setup for Router: RppllTellc Internet Reuter
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Working in the Router Setup window
The Router Setup window s the interactive partial of the AppleTalk
Internet Router software. You can enter and modify the router's setup
infonnatial using this window, u desaibed below.

Setting the display

Before you enter the port information, determine whether you want the
router to display numeric information in decimal n<Ution or hexadecimal
(base 16) naation.

If you set the display to hexadecimal (hex), you may still enter decimal values,
and vice versa. The entries will be converted for you.

6. Important Numbers in hex notation are preceded by a dollar sign when displayed. You
must enter them in this format u well. t::.
To set the numeric display, use the Change Settings command in the Router
menu. Changing router settings is described in Chapter 10, •Router
Administration.•

Moving the cursor in the
Router Setup window

To enter port information, you can use the mouse to position the cursor by
clicking in any text field In addition, you can use the key combinations
shown in Table 6-1 to move around the Router Setup window.

Chapter 6: Seaing Up the AppleTalk Internet Router
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• Table 6-1 Cwsor control keys

Tab
Shilt-Tab
Retum
Shift-Return
Enter

Move to next entry
Move to previous entry .
Move to next line
Move to previous line

You can enter, select, and delete text in the Router Setup window using
standard Macintosh editing commands.

Entering text

The active text field, in which the insertion point is ~itioned, is always
highlighted by a bolder box than the other fields in the window.

Identifying connected networks

Port Neme

lj!I

EtherTel k

~ LocelTelk

ri! LocelTel k
Network numbers and
ranges

The Router Setup window displays one line for each possible network
conneaion, determined by the number of network ports in.stalled in the
Macintosh. You should see two I.ocalTalk port identification lines for the
system's modem and printer portS, plus additional lines for ports added on
AppleTalk interface cards installed in the router.
Under the Port Name column, you see the identifying icon and the type of
each network coMection available to you.
For each pon that will be connected to a network, you need to enter the
requested information as described below.
You assign a network number or network range to identify each network
connected to the router.
• ALocalTalk network is identified by a single network number. .
• All other AppleTalk networks are identified by a network range.
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A.networll number can be any number from 1to65,279 ($0001 to $FEFF Jn
la nctatfon). A network nnae can contain any number of contiguous
mtwork Jllllllben.

for a discussion of numbering syste~ that can be used in the assignment of
network numbers, see Appendix A, "Planning an AppleTalk Internet•

Selecting a network range
Anetwork range is a range of network numbers, such as 1-10, that you assign
to a single physical network.
Each network number Jn the range supports up to 253 node addresses.
Bence, assigning a network range allows JOU to multiply the maximum
number of nodes allowed oa a single pbyskal network by the number of
network nwnben Jn the nnge.

For example, a network having the range 1-10 could contain up to 10 x 253, or
2530 nodes. Node addresses on the network are automatically distributed at
random among all the network numbers in the range.

6

Important If a network is never expected to require more than 253 node addresses, you
do not need to assign multiple network numbers in irs network range. A
range containing a single number, such as 45-45, is appropriate. t::.
For background information about network ranges, refer to Chapter 2,
•AppleTalk Terms and Concepts.• For a discussion of how to choose a
network range, tum to Appendix A, •planning an AppleTalk Internet.•

Entering a network number or range
The network number or range must be entered before any other Information
can be entered for a network. The blank entry fields Jn which JOU enter
network Information will appear only after you have entered the network

number.
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To enter a single network number:

L Cilek la the Network Range fteld of the port being dctlncd.
Net.Fort

Ranoe

65

3. Press Tab to aclnnce to the nm fteJd.
. + Noe If you've ertered a decimal number and your display wset to hex (or
vice versa), the number will ntt be converted until you press Tab or
Return, or move the cursor with the mouse.
To enter a network range:

21
31

Netvork Rer•
65

2. Eater the network number.

I l1s

=====1
21
.
31
I

L Click la the first box of the Network Range field of the port being
cldlned.
2. Enter the tltst (lower) number of the range la the first field.

3. Press Tab to advance to the second field.
The number you entered is copied into the second field

4. If the range contai.os only one network number (for example 3·3),
press Tab again to advance to the 1.one name field.
S. If the range contains more than one network number, type the
higher number of the range in the second field.

6. Press Tab to advance to the 1.one name field.

A. Warning You must not assign the same number to more than one network, or allow
numbers in different network ranges to overlap or be duplicated. Only the
value zero (indicating a nonseed port) can be assigned to more than one
network.~
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Network numbers on nonsccd ports
You can defme a port• a nomeed port, provided the network you are
defining is also connected to at least one router that is a seed router for that
network. The network must be connected to at least one seed router, from
which all nomced routers can obtain the network's number or range.

• To designate a port as a non.seed port, enter a network munber of
1.et0 for the connected network.
This is a useful shortcut when setting up many routers and ports, and
reduces the chance of elTOI' when repeating the same network information on
several routers. Adetailed discussion d seed and nonseed routers is provided
in Olapter 2, •AppleTalk Tenm and Concepts.•

Zone names and zone lists

You create AppleTalk zones during the router setup process, by entering zone
names with which networks will be associated. At least one zone must be
defined in an AppleTalk internet
• ALocalTalk network can be associated with only one zone.
• All other AppleTalk networks can be associated with multiple zone names.
Asingle zone name can be up to 32 charaacrs long and can contain any
characters, numbers, or spaces. The AppleTalk Internet Router supports up to
256 zones in an internet This is also the maximum number of names in a
single zone list (The 256 zone limit is imposed by the router software;
AppleTalk architecture places no limit on the number of zones in an internet.)

+

Note: Asingle asterisk (•) is not allowed as a zone name. This character has
special meaning to AppleTalk protocols.

It's a good idea to keep zone names short and simple, because they will
appear in other so~ware displays, such as the Chobser, and you'll refer to
them often.

6. Important If you entered zero for a port's network number, indicating a nonseed port,
}QI must leave the 1.0nc name field

blank. The zone name will be acquired
from a seed router connected to that network. If you entered a nonzero
network number, you must enter a zone name or zone list. 6.
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Entering

mnc names Jn a mae list

To enter zone names in a zone list:
Zone Neme

lMertcet1no

IPublications
IEngl neeri ng

L CBck Ill the 7.one Name column (or press Tab from the prnious
field).
2. Enter the first zone name for this network, belllg careful to type
lt aac:tly as lt appears Ill my other router llstlllg.
• FJpre 6-2 The Zone List dialog box

Zone List
Por1: Q NT Z.D (I)
Default: Marketing
Englneenng
Marketing
Publlcet1on1

~

( Clear IHI )

(

Delete

,
)

(set Default)

I
~
11

I

lldd

( Done
( Cancel

3. Click Add.
If the network is a LocalTalk network, only one zone name is allowed.
Click Done and skip steps 4 to 6.

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 for each additional zone name, if any.
If you naice an error after adding a name to the list, click the name in the
list, then dick Delete to remove it, and reenter the name. The Clear All
button removes all names from the list. The Cancel button closes the ·
Zone List dialog box without saving any changes.
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S. Select a default zone, If desired, by dlddna the zone name In the
list md then c.Uddna Set Default.
Each node in the network will be registered in the def'ault zone unless a
differert :zone is selected for that node. For Macintosh nodes, the :zone is
seJeded from the node's Control Panel. If you do not designate a default
:zone, the default zone will be the first zone you enter in the list.

6. When the Ust Is fJnlshecl, dk:k Done or prcsa Tab.
When you leave the Zone List dialog box, the cursor moves automatically
to the next entry field.

When you enter a :zone name, the router software recognizes it as the same
name whether you use lowercase or uppercase charaacrs. This function of
the router is case tnsens1ttve, meaning that you cannot distinguish zones
from one another by using different capitaliution.
For more information about zones, refer to Chapter 2, •AppleTalk Terms and
Concepts.•

The port desaiption

For each of the router's ports, you can assign a desaiption ci the conneaed
network to help distinguish the network in the router's displays.
For example, a description for a port conneaed to a LocalTalk network in a
laboratory containing Apple II computers might be •Loca1Talk Apple II lab;• a
backbone network linking all networks on a floor might be identified as
"Third Floor Backbone.•
The default entry that appears in the Port Description fteld is the same as the
port name. You may leave this as the port description or enter a new one as
described below.
The decision to enter a port description is strictly discretionary. The port
description fs for your own use and bas no meaning to the router software.

The port description can be up to 31 characters long and can contain any
characters, numbers, or spaces.
·
To enter a port description:
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Port Description

L CUck and drag across the default port description emry to select
the text, or pn:ss Tab when leaving the previous field.
2. Type the new port description.

·jBeckbone
ILocalTalk
ILocal Talk

3.

Press Tab to mcm to the nat line, if any.

Repeat the enuy sequence of network number, zone name, and port
desaiption for each network connection
If the Macintosh used as a router is providing ancther network service
concurrently, such as an AppleShare fde server or print server, the User's Port
must be selected to determine on which of the connected networks the
server's name will be registered.

The User's Port

After you select one of the router's connected networks as the User's Port,
any server operating on the router Macintosh will be registered on that
network.
The User's Port is particularly important if the internet is divided into zones.
When you select the User's Port, you also designate the zone to which the
router node-and any network service on that node-will belong.
The zone you designate for this node is the zone that network users will need
to select in their workstation Chooser to be able to view and access the
node's services.
Selecting a User's Port will not affect the router's operation in any other
way. If the Macintosh Is to be used u a dedicated router with no other
senfces running concurrently, the User's Port may be ignored.
User's
Port

®

0
0
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To select the User's Port:
• In the User's Port column, click the button next to the
appropriate port name to select a network.

If the User's Port has only a single zone name, the task tias been completed
If I.here is more than one zone in the User's Port zone list, you will need to
select one zone from this list as the •node's zone• to which the router
Macintosh will belong.
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You can sclca the router's zone only after the router has been made active
for the fll'Sl time. Instructions for selecting the zone follow the instructions
for sraning up the router, al the end d this chapter.
The fll'Sl router port you set up automatically becomes the User's Port. If
you delete the network assigned as the User's Pott (by deleting its network
number), the nm available port in the Rooter Setup window becomes the
User's Port.
The status d a router port is either aatve or Inactive. Packets are routed only
through active portS.

Port status

When you define a port's connected network, the router assumes this port
will be active when you run the router, and sets the Port Active check box to
On (an X appears in the check box).

If you wish to make any router ports inactive, you need to change the status
scning for those ports.
Port
Active

• To make a port imctlve, dick its Port Active check bo:ii: to change
the setting to Off.
The Xis deleted from the check box.
You may not need to use this feature during the router's initial setup, but
you may wish to deactivate ports in the future for testing or
troubleshooting purposes. Changing the status of a port on an active router
is desaibcd in the next chapter.

+

Entering a name for the
router

Note: You cannot deactivate the User's Port. This would cut off access to
any network services, such as a fde server, running concurrently on the
router Macintosh.

The router must have a name to register on the network so that you can
easily identify it on device listings during network maintenance and
troubleshooting. (Until the router is named, the name •unnamed• will appear
in its displays.)

Use the following procedure to name the Macintosh router.

L Open the Chooser Crom the Apple menu.
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2. Ent.er a aame for the router in the tJsc1' Name bos at the lower
right.

3. Close the Chooser.
If the router wu active when you entered the name, you11 have to restart
the Macintosh before the name appears on the router's displays. If the router

wu inadive, the new name w~I appear in the tide bar c:i all router displays
beginning the next time you dose and reopen the Router de.sk accessory.

If the user name you enter duplicates another router's name in its zone, a
number will automatically be appended to each duplicate name (for example,
RouterMacl, RouterMac2, and so on).

Starting the router
When you've completed router setup, you're ready to start up the router.
Note that the router will not start operating until you restart the Macintosh
computer.

Di. Important If the router Macintosh is ruMing any concurrent application, such as file
server software, you'll need to perform an orderly shutdown of that
application before restarting the system. 6.

Router status settin"

Notice the router status settings at the top of the Router Setup window.
When a setting is selected, the radio button next to it is filled in.
• Figure 6-3 The Setup window's router status settings
Setup for Router: Rian
Current
ltat111:
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The options presented for router status settings are described in Table 6-2.

• Table 6-2 Router status settings
Current Status

Off

Select this selling to make an ac:tive router inactive. This takes effect
immediately, and caMOt be reversed until the router is restarted.

On

This setting confirms that the router's swus is currcnily active. When the
router is inac:tive, this button is dimmed and cannot be used to tum the
router back on. You must use the Restart Status button and restart the
Macintosh to do this.

Restart Status

Olf

Select this setting if you do not wish the router to be activated at startup.
This does not affea the router's current operation.

On

Select this setting to make the router automatically active whenever the
Macintosh is started up.

+ Starting the Mactntosh without the router: When the router's Restart
Status is set to On, you can still start up the Macintosh without loading
the router. To do so, press and hold down C.Ommand-r (the C.Ornmand key
and the letter "r") while the System is loading. When the Macintosh starts
up, the router's Current Status and Restart Status will be Off.

+ AppleTalk servic.es on the Macintosh: When the router is turned off,
AppleTalk services will continue to be available to the router Macintosh
through the network port designated as the User's Port

Saving the router setup
and restarting

Before starting the router, use the following procedure to save the setup
information you've entered. You can then restart the Macintosh to tum the
router on, or leave the router inactive until you're ready to use it
L If you wish to make the router active at this time, make sure that
Restart Status Is set to On.

If you're not ready to start the router, leave the Restart Status Off.
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2. Close the Setup window.

Adialog box asks you whether you wish to save the changes made to the
setup.

3. Cilek the Ya button or press letum to Uft the setup
Ja.format1oa.

Your entries are saved in the Router me in your System Folder, and the
Router desk a~ is dosed.

4. Choose Restart from the Spedal menu.
When the Macintosh restarts, if Restart Status was set to On, a dialog box
notifies you that the router software is loading. If any error prevents the
router from starting properly, you are notified by a dialog box, and you
can return to the Router Setup window in the Router desk accessory to
correct the problem (see Chapter 11, 'Troubleshooting,• for assistance if
necessary).

6

Important When the router is inactive, it saves setup information on the current startup
disk.
When the router is active, it saves setup information on the disk from which
the router was started. The current startup disk may be a different disk if an
application (such as the Installer program) caused the system to switch to
another startup disk without restarting the Macintosh. This process is called

swUch launchtng.
Although you may rarely or never switch launch the router Macintosh to a
new startup disk while the router is active, it's important to be aware that
potential conflicts may result. t::.
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Selecting a zone for the
router

II

ifWH

•

iil.ijiiiil

Loc1lT1lk

The zone list you have entered for the User's Port is lhe list ci zones available
for the router Macirtosh. If you wish the router Macintosh to belong to the
defaull .zone in that I~ no further selection is needed. To select a different
zone for the rooter, use the following procedure:

L Open the C.Ontrol Pand and dick the Network icon •

2. Click the icon for the AppleTalk network type connected to the
User's Port.

The zone list for this network is displayed.

3. Select the desired zone for the router from the zone list and press
leturn.
r(nginHnn.g

\ [tw.m....

1 _,. .

_QI ,..... lefMt ve•

'"(.---OK-

::~

4. Close the C.Ontrol Panel
The Macintosh and any server running on it now belong to the selected

zone.
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Making Changes in the Router's Setup

THIS

QfAml DFSCIJB!S HOW YOU CAN MAKE CllANG!S TO THE NETWORK

identification infonnation entered in the Router Setup window.
You can view the information and settings in the Router Setup window at

f

any time by choosing Router Setup from the Router menu. However, most
of this information can be changed only while the router is turned off.
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Making changes while the router is running
Since an attive router is moving •Jive" network traffic around the internet,
mo.u changes in its setup canntt be made while it is running. The AppleTalk
Internet Router limits setup changes you can make on an aaive router to
changing the aaive/inactive status of router ports, and the on/off settings
of the router itself.

Changing port status

While the rooter is active, you can inactivate any network port except the
port of the User's Network (this port must remain active for AppleTalk
services on the router's Macintosh).
You can also activate an inactive port while the router is running.

L To change port status, click the check box in the Port Active
column nat to the desittd port name.
If you arc making an active port inactive, a dialog box asks you to confirm
your command.
2. Click OK to confirm the change.

The change in port status takes place immedtaleiy, there is no need to
restart the router or close the Router desk accessory.

6

Important Making an active port inactive may cause users on connected networks to
lase access to network services. Be sure to give adequate warning to users
who may be affected by the change in the router's setup. £:::.

Changing router status

While the router is active, you can use the Current Status and Restart Status
radio buttons in the Router Setup window to tum the router off or to
change the router's on/off status on restart. These changes are described in
"Router Status Settings• in Chapter 6.
Unlike other changes to the router's setup, changes to router status are saved
in the Macintash computer's parameter RAM (nonvolatile memory), not in
the Router file.
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Making changes while the router is off
While the router is turned off, )'QJ an make changes to any selec.1ion or
information that fQJ enter during router setup. These changes are saved in
the Router file on the current startup disk when you close the Rou;r desk
aa:esMXy.

Apart from c:baqes to port status and router status, described ahem,
changes to tbe roule:r letUp can be made only while the router Js inacdft.

Changing the User's Port

Oick the User's Port button next to the name of the pott you want to sele<.t.
Only one pott at a time can be selected as the User's Pott.
When you seled the User's Port , you also designate the zone in which the
router will reside. Thi,, will affed the way network users can access any
server ruMing concurrertly on the router Macintosh.

If the new User's Port you seled has a zone list, the router Macintosh will
belong to the default zone in this list If you wish to select a zone other than
the default zone for the router, refer to "Selecting a Zone for the Router,• in

Olapter6.

Adding or deleting a port

The procedure for adding a network port to the router setup is identical to
the procedure defining a port in the original router setup, described in

0Japter6.
The procedure for deleting a network port is as follows:
• If the connected network Is identifled by a network number,

delete the network number.
• If the connected network Is idea.tilled by a network range, delete
the first number in the range.

Changing port status

The procedure for changing a port's status on an inactive router is identical to
the procedure for changing pott status on an a<.tive router, described earlier in
this chapter.
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Changing the network

number

To change a netwa'k number or range:

or range

L Select the eutralt number by cllcklog the CllU'y.

2. Type the ocw munber.

3. Press Tab to advance to the oat field.

4. If you arc changing a network range, repeat steps 1 and 2 m the
second entry fteld.

6. Important Once a network: number or range has been used on an active router and has
become part of the internet, it should not be changed unless necessary.
Changing the number or range of a network can cause errors in internet
routing to and from nodes in that network. This is because when a node is
started up, it acquires its network address from the router and saves it in
memory. The node becomes aware of any change in its network number
only when it is restarted. Until the node ~ restarted, information destined
for that node and information the node sends out will bear an incorrect
network address. !:::..

Changing a network's

zone name or zone list

The zone names you specify in the router's Setup window also appear in the
routing tables of all other routers on the internet and in the Chooser of each
workstation on the internet They're also used in network admin~tration
utilities and network maps used for troubleshooting.

Since changing a zone's name will have such widespread effeas, it's
important to notify users of the network system about the change. The
procedure will require the router to be shut down for a period of time, so it's
best to perform it at a time of low network: use.
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.._ Warning To avoid conflicts when you change a network's zone name or zone list, you
must shut down all routers connected to the network and make the identical

name changes in each seed router for that network.
Before restarting the routers, wait at "4.st 10 minutes since the routers were
originally shut down. This delay will •age· out• the old zone name from other
routers on the internet. When you restart the routers in which the change
was made, the new name is acquired by all routers in the internet •
Note that during the change proces.s, a network whose zone name or zone
list is being changed will neither have access to services on other networks,
nor allow other networks access to its own services. However, services
unlhtn the network will continue to operate.
To change a zone name:
L If the router Is active, flrst

gm users adequate wamtng.

The AppleTalk Internet Router does not send any shutdown warning to
user workstations. Be sure to inform users that this process will disrupt
network services.
2. Set router status to Off in the Setup window.

Adialog box asks you to confirm this selection.

3. Shut down all other routers directly connected to the network
whose mne &t i.. being changed.
4. To change a name in a mne Ust, dick in the Z.One Name column
nat to the Network Range to display the Z.One list dialog box.
• To delete a name in the list, click the name to select it, then click
Delete.
• To delete all names in the list, elide Clear All.
• To add a name to the list, enter the new name, then dick Add.
• To designate a new default zone, dick the zone to select it, then dick
Set Default.
• Click Cancel to d~ the Zone List dialog box without saving changes.
• Click Done when the changes are completed.
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S. Close the looter desk ac:ccuory to save changes.

6. lepcat the above procedure for 1111 lled routns cllrccdy
connected to the network whose . . Ust Is being changed.
Be sure to type mcdy the same zone names in each router. The order in
which you enter nanics in a zone list, need not match. However, all must
indicate the same default zone.

7. Be sure the a«ccted routers have been tumcd off for Ill least 10
mJ.nutes before rcstatdllg them.
& lcstart all routers ill which zone names were cbangccL

Once all routers have been restarted, the zone name change has been
completed.
D. Important If you're changing a zone name to an already existing name (that is, merging
the zone into an already existing zone), be sure that no network services of
the same type in these zones have the same name. (For mmple, two
LaserWriters named •sushi• would cause a conflict once they became pan of
the same zone; a printer and a file server having the same name would not.)
e:.

Changing a port
description

The port description you enter during router setup can be changed when the
router is inactive. The port desaiption is for your benefit and does not affect
router functions in any way.
• Sekct the current port description by dragging across the entry,
type the new description Ill its place, and press Tab or Return.

Changing router status

You can use the radio buttons in the Setup window to change the router's
restart status, as described in "Router Status Settings• in Chapter 6. ·
You cannot change the router's current status from Off to On without
restaning the Macintosh.
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The Network Information Window

THE

APPLETALI INTERNET Rotl'l!l'S NETWORK INFORMATION WINDOW

displays a description of your internet that ~ useful in network
administration.

This information includes
• general indicators of router activity levels
• a complete table of the networks in the internet, with routing
information about each network
More explicit records of internet activity are provided in the Port Statistics
window, described in chapter 9, "The Port Statistics Window.8
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The Network Information window is shown in rigure 8-1. This window is
displayed the first time you open the Router desk accessory while the router
is running, and can be aa:cssed whenever the router is running by choosing
Network Information &om the Router menu.

You cannot display the Network Information window when the router is

turned off.

•
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Router activity readings
The upper ponion of the Network Information window contains indicators
of network activity and reliability levels. Their signifx:ance is sununarized in
the following sections.

+
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Note: The number of packets routed acaues continuously from the time
of router startup until reset to zero by the Reset All Statistics command
in the Router menu. This conunand is described in Chapter 10, •Router
Adminisuation. •
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Packets Routed

The Packets Routed listing represents the c:urreri tocal of packets that have
been received and forwarded by the router since the time of the last reset
This figure 8 an indicator of the router's overill usage. It can be helpful in
monitoring and balancing the tnfric among various routers in your internet,
and as a general gauge of router activity.
This tocal includes only routed network tnfrte; it does not include

• packets from the User's Port related to nonrouter activity on the
Macilltmh, such as a concunmly running fde server
• packets generated by network control software observing AppleTalk
router maintenance protocols

Recent Activity Rate

The router's Recent Activity Rate meter shows the current level of traffic
moving through the router.

This meter measures the activity rate continuously over a 2-second period
and <&plays the level on a scale of ~200 packets per second

Network Reliability

(

The Network Reliability level is the percentage of total packets that are
routed without error.
This reading represents the inverse of the percentage of network traffic
recorded as errors, which includes errors listed in the router's Port Statistics
window.

Recent Network Error Rate

The router's error rate meter shows the curent level of errors as a proportion
of total router traffic.
This error rate displayed ranges from 0% to 10%, measured over a period of 5
seconds.
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The routing table
The lower portion of the Network Information window contains the
complere routing table of the irlemeL
Por each network in the internet, the routing table lists:

• the network number or network range

• all zone names migned to the network

• the distance in hops to the network from the current rout.er
• the port through which to forward a packet to this destination
• the node address of the next router in the route
The AppleTalk Routing Table Maintenance Protocol (RTMP) keeps this table
up to dale through the regular exchange of routing tables among routers,
causing each router to update its own table each time a new table is received,
to ref1ecl such changes as added and deleted networks.

The sections below describe the table's display settings and the significance
of the table's components.

Selecting the dJsplay style

rm

The Network Information window can be set to two display styles:
• The summary Tlew display style lists only one single entry for each
network in the internet
• The detail view display style lists multiple entries for networks with

multiple zones. Aseparate listing for the network is displayed for each of
the network's zones.
The first icon in the left-hand ponion of the routing table display allows you
to switch between display styles.

To select the display style:
• Click the display style icon to switch from summary view to
detail view. Cilek It aplo to revert to S1JJlUIW'Y 'flew.

+ Note: When the display style is set to summary view, any network having
more than one zone will display only the fust alphabetical entry in its zone
list. This zone name is followed by an ellipsis(... ) to indicate that other.
zones are present
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Selecting the numeric
dJsplay format

The Network Information window can be set to display numeric
information in two formats :
• 1be dedma1 setting displays network and node numbers in decimal
format.
• 1be ha setting displays network and node numbers in hexadecimal
format.

The secatd icon in the left-hand portion of the routing table display allows
you to switch between these two display formats.
To select the numeric format:
• Click the numeric format Icon to switch from decimal to hex.

Cilek It again to revert to dedma1 format.

+

Selecting the sorting
order of the routing table

(

Note: When the numeric format is set to hex, all numeric listings are
preceded by a dollar sign ($), and must be entered in this way as well.

Direaly above the routing table listing is a one-line display that summarizes
the number of zones and networks in the table. This display also indicates the
key item by which the table is currently soned. The sort selection pop-up
menu above the routing table allows you to select the sort key by which the
information will be displayed.
For example, you may prefer to list networks by their distance from the
router in hops, placing all the directly connec.ted networks (O hops) at the top

of the list; or, if you employ a special network numbering scheme, you may
wish to list networks by number.
Figure 8-2 shows the sort order settings available.
To select the sorting order:
L Position the pointer Inside the sort selection pop-up menu and

press and hold down the mouse button.
The menu pops up, showing the sort order settings.
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• Figure 8-2 The son selection pop-up menu, dosed and open

--01'""1"'"•1-nc-.---<(---........
2. Move the pointer up or down untll lt's positioned over the
daJted IOl't key, and release the buuoll.
The routing table is reordered accoiding to your selection, and the
corresponding column heading in the routing table is in boJdface.
Another way to change the routing table's sort order is to click the
heading of the column desired as the sort key. The display is imtnediately
resorted using that heading as the key. (This applies to all except the Next
Router column.)

Selecting the sort
dJrection

The Net'Work Information window normally displays the routing table
sorted by the key you've selected, in ascendt711J order-from Ato Z, or from
smallest to largest value.
To change the sort direction of the routing table to dtscendtng order:

• Hold down the Option key while dicking the heading of the
column serving as the sort key (this heading is in bolder type).
The sort direction d the routing table is immediately reversed.
Another way to change the routing table's sort direction is through the
Settings dialog box, which is described in Chapter 10, •Router Administration.•

The routing table display

The routing table is a dynamic display that reflects continuous changes in
routing information on the internet.
The larger the internet, the more likely k is to be undergoing change, as
routers update one another about alternate routes, distances, and changes in
network connections.
Table 8-1 desaibes ways to control the routing table display as you view it

+ Note: Whenever a change is made to an entry in the routing table, thatitem is boldfaced for a few seconds to call your attention to the change.
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• · Table ~ 1 Routing table viewing options

Routing information

Action

Result

Hold down the Command
key while viewing the routing
table.

The routing table display is •frm.en• so that
no changes are shown until the Command
key is released. You can still scroll through
the list.

Click a column heading.

The routing table is resorted with that column
as the sat key.

Hold down the Option key
while clicking a column
heading.

The order of the selected column is
changed from ascending to descending,
or vice versa.

The following sations desaibe the individual columns displayed in the
routing table.

Network Range
The Network Range column lists the network number or range of each listed
network. The listing is displayed in decimal or hexadecimal notation,
depending on which numeric format you have selected.
To the left of the network's number is an icon representing the router port
to which the network is connected, if it is a directly connected network.
Remember that directly connected networks for which this router is not a
seed router will na be displayed in the routing table until their network
numbers are acquired from their seed routers.

Zone Name
The Zone Name column lists the zone name(s) associated with the network
listed on this line.
When the display is set to summary view, any network having more than one
zone will display only the first alphabetical entry in its zone list This zone
name is followed by an ellipsis (...) to indicate that other zones are present
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Distance
The DisWlc:e column shows the diQanc:e, in hops, from this router to the
network l&ed on this line.
The distance to any given network should in general not change unless a new
router is inlrcduced. However, if a network becomes unreachable, ls dSarice
may change to 15 and be removed from the table.
A disWlc:e of zero is listed f'or networks that are directly connected to this

router.

Forwarding Port
The Forwarding Port column shows the Macintosh port through which this
router will forward a packet in order to reach the destination network listed
on this line. This is illustrated in Figure tH
The Forwarding Port's name is acquired from the Port Description field of
the Router Setup window; the icon for the port's network driver is also
displayed.

Nat Router
The Next Router column lists the node address of the next router in the route
to the destination network listed on this line.
The Next Router is located on the network connected to the /orwardtng pon
for the destination network. This is illustrated in Figure 8-3.
The Next Router address is displayed in two ways:
• If the router is on a LocalTalk network, this address is listed as the
router's node ID number.
• On networks having a network range, the Next Router's address is listed
as the router's node address (the network number within this range,
followed by the router's node ID number).
For a network directly connected to the router, the address listed as the Next
Router is the router's own node address on this netwak. This address is
shown in parentheses.
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Note: Since a node's number need be unique only on its own network,
duplicate node numbers may appear for routers on different networks.

• F.lpre 8-3 The Forwarding Port and Next Router in an internet route

Nerwork 3

Network 1

_Next Router

Nerwork2

_

ForwanUng port
for Nerworks 1, 3, and 4

in route to Nerworlc 3
from Rooter A

Nerwork4

Router A
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The Port Statistics Window

T

HEAPPLETAU< IN1UNET ROUTEll> PORT STATJSITCS WINDOW DISPLAYS

continually updated totals for a variety of significant traffic events and
errors, listed separately for each of the router's connec.ted networks.
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Al any time whOe the router is running, you can display the Port ~tics
window shown in Figure 9-1. To do so, choose Port Statistics from the
Router menu.
• FJpre 9-1 The Pott Stall.stic:s window
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Interpreting network statistics
The router's statistical figures may not have immediate significance to you.
As you monitor router aaivity over time, you will become familiar with
normal levels rJ aaivity and errors, and learn to interpret deviations.
Since statistics are listed separately for each port, you can use this display to
compare traffic and reliability levels of connec.ted networks. When comparing
network statistics, be sure to compare networks of the same type: LocalTalk
only with other Loca!Talk networks, and so on.
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If, for example, yoo find ooe of the networks running particularly high levels
of traffic and en-ors, this might suggest a problem with the distribution of
services or users among connected networks (assuming you've ruled out a
hardware malfunctial). You can try to correct th~ problem by relocating
servers, printers, or workstations, restructuring the affected networks, or
adding a backbone network.

Router activity readings
The upper portion of the Port Statistia window contains the general router
activity readings. These readings are the same indicators displayed in the
Network Information window:
• Packets Routed
• Recent Activity Rate
• Network Reliability
• Recent Network Error Rate
Refer to Chapter 8, "The Network Information Window,• for a detailed
description of these readings.
Below the router activity readings, a one-line listing indicates the time and
date at which the port statistia were last reset. The statistia listed below
represent routing activity and errors incremented since that time.

Chapter 9: The Pon Statistics Window
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Statistical listings
The Port Statistics window contains three basic classifications of statistics:
Operational statistics:

Packets In
Packets Out
Name Requests In
Name Lookups Out

Network activity errors:

Data Unk Errors
Packet Buffer Overflow
Unknown Network
Hop Count Exceeded

Router setup errors:

Routing Table Overflow
Local Network Setup Conflicts
Remote Network Range Conflicts
Router Version Mismatch

All statistics are listed in two ways:
• collectively for the router {Total)
• individually by network port
The listed totals are continually incremented from the time the router is first
started until it is shut down, or until the statistics are reset. When a port is
made inactive and later reactivated, the count is not reset to zero but simply
continues to increment.
Statistical values for currently inactive ports are displayed in italics.
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The sections that follow describe each of the statistical listings and their
potential significance.

Packets In

The Packets In value shows the total number of data packets tnsended for
routing received by the AppleTalk Internet Router. Packets pertaining to
rooter maintenance and noorouting services on the MacintO">h (such as ftle
server activity) are not included.

Packets Out

The Packets Out value shows the number of data packets routed by the
AppleTalk Internet Router. Packets pertaining to router maintenance and
nonrouting services on the Macintosh (such as file server activity) are not
included.

6. Important The total numbers of packets in and packets out will not necessarily be
equal, since these values will reflect errors that occur while forwarding. L::..

Name Requests In

Name Requests In are requests for network device names transmitted during
network activities, such as listings by workstation Choosers and network
searches performed by network managemeflt software.
If statistical totals indicate an unusually high number of Name Requests
through a given port, a problem may exist on the network connected to that
port. For example, if a user left an unattended workstation with its Chooser
window opened and with LaserWriter or AppleShare selected, Name Request
traffic would be increased unnecessarily on that nework.

Name Lookups Out

Name Look Ups are issued by the router in response to incoming name
requests. A Name LookUp is used to acquire device names for listings in the
Chooser or in network management displays.
When the router receives a Name Request, it creates a Name LookUp for each
network whose zone list contains the zone named by the request

Chapter 9: The Pon Statistics Window
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The ratio of Name LookUps to Name Requests is determined by the number
of times the zone name appears in zone lists for different networks. The
greater the number of network zone lists in which a zone name appears, the
higher the name lookup traff'ic that will be generated by a name request for
that zone.

Data IJnk Errors

lbe Dara-Unk Errors value represents low-level, hardware-based errors
occurring in the transmmsion of packets to and from the router.
1be rooter is not capable of detecting such errors occurring on a network at
large, between two remote devices; it can detect errors only mpackets that it
receives and transmits. An example of a possible data link error might be a
packet corrupted by an improperly terminated network.

Packet Buffer Overflow

The Packet Buffer Overflow statistic shows the number of packets being
discarded by the router as a result of an inflow rate that is higher than the
outflow.

When the rate of incoming packets is higher than the outgoing rate, the
overflow is handled by the router's buffer. Once this buffer becomes filled,
packets are discarded until the imbalance is corrected.
Under normal usage conditions, no significant packet loss should occur. If
this statistic is consistentlY. high, the distribution of servers or other
resources on connected networks may be unbalanced and require corree1ion.

Unknown Network

A Unknown Network error is reported when the router has been requested
to route a packet to a network not listed in its routing table.

Possible causes for this error include a break on the network system, caused
by disconnected cables or other hardware malfunctions or by a problem with
one of the other routers on the internet
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Hop Count Exceeded

1be Hop Coont Exceeded value indicates the number of packets that the
router did not forward because the packets had already traveled 15 hops in
one single rou~ maximum allowed by AppleTalk prttocols.

If this condition results from inefficient network layout, router placement in
the inrcmet should be redesigned so that no roulC exceeds 15 ho~.
1be Hop Coont Exceeded error can also result from a packet entering into a
ICmporary loop between rouicrs. This can happen if a network in the internet
becomes ina~ible and disappears from one of these routers' routing
tables. Such a situation is corrected automatically by the continuous updating
of routing tables, which quickly stabilize following any such conflict.

Routing Table Overflow

A Routing Table Overflow error is reported if more network segments are
connected to the internet than can be stored in the router's routing table.
The routing table's maximum capacity is 1024 entries for network numbers or
ranges. Anetwork range counts as a single network entry in the table,
regarclless of how many network addresses are contained in the range.

Local Network Setup
Conflict

A Local Network Setup Conflict error is reported if another router on a
network that is directly connected to this router lists a conflicting network
number or range for that network.
Although this conflict will not normally occur on the AppleTalk Internet
Router (the router wilt not start up if it detects this situation), a router from
another manufacturer lacking this safeguard may be connected to your
network, or a router may have been connected to the internet after it was
turned on.

Remote Network Range
Conflict

A Remote Network Range Conflict error is reported if another router lists a

network range in its routing table that conflicts with the current router's
routing table.
•
For example, one router could list a network range d 3-57 for a connected
network, and another router could list a range of~ for a different
network. Such overlapping network ranges are not permitted in an internet
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Router Version MJs.match
A Router Version Mismatch is reported each time a routing packet is received
from a router on the internet that does not support AppleTalk Phase 2.

Resetting the statistics
The AppleTalk Internet Router's statistical display will continue to increment
the tocals for each value until the display is reset or the router is shut down.
When reset or restarted, the values will begin to increment from zero once
more. (The Packets Routed reading in the Network Information window is
reset as well as all port statistics.)
For any individual value, the displayable limit is 99,999,999, after which the
value will cease to increment until reset
To reset statistics:

L Choose Reset All Statistics from the Router menu.
Adialog box asks you to confirm your selection.
2. Click OK.

The statistical and activity values are set to zero, the activity level meters
are restaned, and the time of reset is displayed in the Pon Statistics
window.
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Router Administration

T

IDS CIW'l'ER DfSCJIBES THE ADMINJS1tA11VE FUNCTIONS PIESENIED IN 1llE

Router menu:

• Reset All Statistics
• Change Settings
• Set Password
• Print Current Window
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Router administration functions are accessed through the Router menu,
shown in Figure 10-1.
• figure 10-1 The Router menu
Rliilll l'l:

Rbout Router •••
Networt Information
Port statistics
.-'Router Setup
Reset RH Statistics
Change Settings •••
Set Password •.•
Print Current Window .••

Reset All Statistics
The Reset All Statistics command resets
• the time of last reset shown in the Port Statistics window
• the statistical listings in the Port Statistics window
• the activity readings that appear in both the Port Statistics and Network
Information windows
These statistical and activity values accrue continually from the time that the
router is started until they are reset.
To reset statistics:

L Choose

R~et

All Statistics from the Router menu.

Adialog box asks you to confirm your selection.
2. Click OK.

The statistical and ac.tivity values are set to zero, and the activity level
meters are restarted.
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Change Settings
When you choose the Change Sellin~ command from the Router menu, the
Sellin~ dialog box shown in Figure 10-2 § displayed.

+

Note: 1be router setting options are also desaibed in chapters covering
the individual displays affected by these settin~.

• Figure 10-2 The Sellin8s dialog box
Settings
Network end node number format:
®Decimal

0 HeHadeclmal

Network Information sorting order:

Ci> Ascending

ODescandlng

Network Information ulew:

Ci> Detail

I

OK

osummery

I

Cancel

To change any setting, click the radio button next to the option you wish to
set The router setting optioos are described in the following sections.

Network and node
number format

This setting controls the display of network numbers and router addresses
(node numbers) in the router's Setup and Network Information windows.

Decimal
Network and node numbers will be displayed in decimal notation.

Chapter 10: Router Administration
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Hexadecimal
Network and ncxle numbers will be displayed in hexadecimal noration (base
16). Hex:adedmal numbers are displayed preceded by a dollar sign($) and must
also be entered in this format.
.

Network information
sortlng order

The networks listed in the Network Infonnation window's routing table
will be sorted using the key selected in that window's pop-up menu. The
choice d ascending or descending order can be set in the Settin~ dialog box.

AscendJng
The routing table will be sorted with entries listed in ascending order.

Descending
The routing table will be sorted with entries listed in descending order.

Network information view

This setting selects the level of detail displayed in the Network Infonnation
window's routing table. The changes in the way network listings are
displayed apply to networks with multiple zones only. LocalTalk networks
are unaffected.

Summary view
The summary view lists only one entry for each network in the routing table.

+ Note: When the display style is set to summary view, any network having
more than one zone will display only the first zone name in its zone list
This zone name is followed by an ellipsis (. ..) to indicate that other zones
are present

Detail view
The detail view lists multiple entries for networks having multiple zones. A
separate listing for the network is displayed for each ci the network's zones.
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Set Password
If you wish, you can rcstrk1 access to the ApplcTalk Internet Router
through passwad protection, so that no unauth<X'ized users can change the
router's setup or status settings.

To set password proteaion:

L Choose Set Password from the Router menu.
The Set Password dialog box shown in Figure 10.3 is ~played.
• Figure 10-3 The Set Password dialog box

f

OK

B ( Cancel

2. Type any password you like, using up to 8 characters.
The charaacrs you type arc displayed as bullets to prevent the password
from being visible to others.

3. Press Return or click OK.
You're asked to reenter the password for confirmation.

4. Retype your password.
Type each charaaer exactly as before. The router distinguishes between
uppercase and lowercase charaacrs in passwords.
S. Press Return or click OK.
Password proteaion is now activated. Anyone who tries to open the Router
desk accessory when the router is inactive will be asked to enter the
password first.
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You will also need the password to access the Router Setup window while
the rooter is active. You may then leave the Router Setup window and will
not need the password to return to it until the Router desk accessory is
dmed.

D. Important To prevent unautbori7.ed access, always be sure to cl~ the Router desk
a~ after using

Changing your password

the Setup window. 6

To change a password:

L Choose Set Password from the Router menu.
The Otange Pas,,word dialog box shown in rigure 1().4 is displayed.
• Figure 10-4 The Change P~word dialog box

Old password:
New password:

U

DIC

J

==
(
H

I.__ __,
Cancel

2. Type your old password, but do not press Return.

3. Press Tab, not Return.
Since the OK button is highlighted, pressing Return at this point has the
same effect as clicking OK. But since the New Password box is blank, OK
would confirm the blank passwork as your new password. Instead, press
the Tab key to advance to the next box, or dick in that box.
·

4. Type your new password and press Return.
You're asked to reenter the new password for confirmation.
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5. Retype your new password.
Type each character exactly as before. The router distinguishes between
uppercase and lowercase characters in passwords.

6. Press Return or cllc:k OK.
Your new password is now set

Canceling password
protection

Repeat the procedure for changing your password, but do not enter any
characters in the New Password box or the confinnation box.

L Type your old password.
2. Press Return or click OK.

You're asked to reenter the blank password for confirmation.

3. Press Return or click OK once more.
Password protection is now canceled.

(

.A. Warning Keep a written record of the password you select in a secure place. If you
ever lose or forget your password, you'll need to remove and reinstall the
router software, and then reenter all the setup infonnation. .t.
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Print Current Window
The Router menu's Print Current Window command allows you to print each
of the program's main display windows.
When you ~ the Print Current Window command, the router's printing
funaion is set to print the contents of the currently displayed window. If
you wish to print a report for a different window, you'll first have to display
that window.

To print out any of the router's displays:

1 Make sure the des1rccl printer is selected in the Chooser.
2. Choose Print Current Window from the Router menu.

The Macintosh Print dialog box shown in Figure 10-5 is displayed.
• Ffaure 10.S The Print dialog box for a LaserWriler
LtserWrlter "UserWrlter-

D

Copies:lml
Pages:® Rll 0 From:
To:
Couer Page: ® No O Finl Page 0 Lest Page
Peper Source: ®Peper Cassette O Manuel Feed

vS.o

D

(

OK

B

(Cancel )
( Help ]

3. Select the desired printing options In the dialog box.
4. Click OK.
The contents of the current display are sent to the selected printer.
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+

Prtmtng to an AppleShare print server: You cannot use the router's
printing function to print to a print server residing on the same
Macintosh as the router.

+

hinting on a jlopJTj-only system: Printer drivers arc not provided on the
AppleTalk Internet Router disk. If the router is running from this disk,
you'll need to install printer drivers onto the System Folder of the disk:
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Troubleshooting

THE

APPllTAl.K INmNEI' Rotrl'ER SOITWARE • DESIGNED TO SAIEG11Wl

against user errors occurring during router setup, such as invalid entries, and
errors occurring during router operation, such as conflicting network
numbers. Messages alert you of paencial problems whenever possible.
However, while installing and operating the router, you may encounter
problems that require you to take some corrective action. Th~ chapter
desaibes paential problems and remedies, and explains the router's
significant error messages.
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Problems with your network system
A network system can experience a variety of problems that affect the
operation of your router. The symptoms may become known to you through
the router's displays-for example, loo ci communication through one of its
network connections-but may in fact originate as a problem on the network.
It's important to distinguish between problems caused by your network
system and those affecting only the router.

Recognizing networkrelated problems

You may encounter the following types of problems arising from the
router's network environment:
• problems with physical network connections to the router
o cables and connectors
o network interface cards
• breaks in the network cable system caused by damage or accidental
disconnection
• intennittent, temporary loss of a network connection caused by
improperly connected cables
• network malfunctions caused by improper network layout or improperly
terminated cables
• malfunctioning network devices
• incorrect software configurations (wrong versions of the System or
Finder, or EtherTalk or LaserWriter drivers)
Most frequen!ly, network problems will be caused by a physical break, or
disconnection, in the network system. Should your router experience
unexplained disturbances, make sure all physical connections are intact before
assuming a router malfunction.
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Common network-related
problems

The troubleshooting scenari~ below represent some of the most common
internet problerm encountered when rooters arc in use.
Before performing any of the troublemooting operations desaibed, make
sure you've attempted to eliminate all possibilities that network hardware,
cables, or connections arc at fault

Symptcxm desaibed below, such as devices missing from network listings,
can be identical whether they arc caused by a router setup error or by a
disconnected cable.

• Symptom Azone name or network device Is missing from the Chooser listinp
on one or more network workstat.10111.
Cause

Solution

Two or more networks may have been wigned the same number, or
overlapping network ranges, during their seed routers' setup. In this case,
only the first of the conflicting networks encountered during a Chooser's
device search will be recognized (generally the one closest-having the
fewest hops-to the workstation performing the Chooser listing).

You need to wign a new network number or range to one of the two
networks.
It isn't necessary to locate both of the sources of conflict if you already
know one of the networks involved (if a device is missing from node

listings, it's the network on which that device resides). Simply wign a new
number or range to the conflicting network that is known.
Refer to Chapter 7 for imtructions on changing a network number.

+

Not all r.onjltcts are detected. The AppleTalk Internet Router cannot
prevent the same number or range from being assigned to networks on
different parts of the internet The router can alert you of network
number and range conflicts.only when they occur during router setup, or
when conflicting numbers are wigned to the same network by different
routers.

To avoid wigning duplicate network numbers as you set up new networks
and routers, always maintain an accurate and complete map of all networks in
your internet
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• Symptom

cause 1

Solution 1

cause 2
Solution 2

one or more dcftca are listed Ill the wrong zone in the Chooser of a
network workstation.
An AppleTalk 1.01JC name has been changed in a router that was then
restarted earlier than the recommended delay period (see •Changing a
Network's Zone Name or Zone i.mt• in Chapter 7). ~.a result, there is a
a>nfticl between zones visible to users on the network whose zone name
was changed and 7.0nCS visible to other users.
Alternatively, while a 20l1C name was changed somewhere on the internet, a
router may have been off or disconnected from the network, and then later
restarted or reconnected
Shut down all the routers connected to the network in which the original
change was made for at least 10 minutes, to allow other routers to •age out•
any record of the conflicting zone name from their routing tables. This is
done automatically as routers periodically update their routing tables, if they
find that a network is no longer listed. Then restart all the affected routers.
A router Macintmh that is concurrently used as a file server or print server
has the wrong port selected as the User's Port in the router's setup.
Shut down the router and change the User's Port.

• Symptom A network Js missing from the listing in the router's Network
Information window.

cause 1

No connected router was set up as a seed router for this network. All routers
connected to it contain only the value zero in place of the network's number.

Solution 1 Select a router connected to the missing network and use the router's Serup
window to enter a network number and zone name, making this a seed
router for the network.

cause 2 A router port to which the missing network is directly connected has been
turned off. If more than one network is missing from the list, there may be
an inactive port on a router somewhere in the path to these networks.
Solution 2 Check the setup infonnation in routers connected to the missing network(s)
to make sure that all ports routing to the network(s) are active.

cause 3

The missing network is more than 15 hops away.

Solution 3 Modify the placement d routers in the internet so that no route exceeds 1-5
hops.
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Cause 4 The missing network is conneaed to a seed router that was very recently
started up, and the router's setup information is not yet been acquired.
Solution 4 This condition should be self-corrected within a few seconds or minutes,
depending on the size of your internet.
·
Cause 5 There are mae than 1024 networks in the internet. (Few intemets will exceed
this limit.)
Solution 5 · This can be correaed by using nonrouting bridge devices to combine groups
of separate networks into larger networks, each having a single network
address.

• Symptom Devices that should be in the same zone are noL
Cause

t

Zone names for one or more networks were entered incorrectly while setting
up the router.

Solution Check seed routers for each network affeaed by this problem, to make sure
that zone names were not mistyped when entered The zone names must be
typed identically for each network in order for devices in these networks to
be part of the same zone (however, you need not match the case for
uppercase or lowercase letters, and zone names need not be entered in the
same order).

+

Note. The Space character counts as a valid character in a zone name.

• Symptom Devices appear not to function, or a device that does function is not
the one you thought you selected.
Cause There may be more than one device with the name you selected. Duplicate
device names are detected by AppleTalk protocols only at the time of device
startup, so this problem might occur if a device was named before being
connected to the network, or if zones containing devices with the same
names were merged.
Solution

In the zone where the problem occurred, check the names of all devices of lhe
same ~that is experiencing the problem, and rename any duplicates.
Alternatively, you can restart all devices of the type experiencing the
problem. Duplicate names will be automatically correaed at startup by
AppleTalk software appending a number to the end of the name.
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Where to find network
troubleshooting
information

As network systom grow larger and more complex, k becomes more
difficult to locate the sources and causes d probm. Atool that can aid in
network troubleshooting is the lnter•Poll network administrator's utility
from Apple (.omputer, Inc.

Irter• Poll produces lists of all connected devices in a network, zone, or
internet, to help you dctenninc whether conneaion problems exist
Inter• PoU also reports on software version numbers in each connected
workstation, to help you detennine whether compatibility problems exist.
Inter•Poll can also perform loopback tests to individually targeted devices, to
check the integrity of selected network paths.
Since routers are network devices, Inter• Poll reports all connected routers in
its device listings and helps you to verify the status of multiple internet
routers from one central location.
Contact your authorized Apple dealer for more information about Inter• PoU.

Problems with the AppleTalk Internet Router
Mast types of router-related problems are detected by the AppleTalk
Internet Router software and reported by error messages that alert you of
the situation.
The error messages listed in this section are followed by a brief description of
remedial action you can take.
When in doubt, or when faced with a problem that is not described in this
chapter and does not respond to known remedies, a general measure oflast
resort is to remove and reinstall the router software. Before doing so, print
out a record of the current router setup, if possible, to refer to when
duplicating the setup in the new Router file.
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You may encounter the following types of problems arising from the
router's own operating conditions:

Recognizing routerrelated problems

• problems caused by constraints d the Macintosh computer, such as
insuffkient available memory
• problems arising during router installation, such as inability to locate
needed resoorce mes
• problems caused by changes made to the Macintosh router while it is
active, such as a system disk being locked or becoming full
• problems caused by errors in setting up a router, as described below
In addition to the guidelines In thJs chapter, refer to Chapter 6, •setting
Up the AppleTalk Internet Router,8 to make sure you've aplldtly followed
the router setup Instructions.

Errors in router setup
Most error conditions related to router setup are communicated to you
through error messages. This section documents two problems that do not
produce error messages. Additional error conditions are described in the
message listings that follow this section.

• Symptom The router Macintosh experiences a long delay during startup (up to
several minutes).
Cause
Solution

An FlherTalk card installed in the Macintosh has an improperly terminated
port or cable.
Check the router's EtherTalk card(s). If no cable is connected to the port, a
T-shaped BNC connector must be connected to the port and terminated
with two Flhemet cable terminators. If a cable is connected to only one side
of the connector, the other side must contain a terminator. Any cable(s)
extending from the connector must also be properly terminated at both
extremities.
If no terminators are missing from an EtherTalk coMection, check for the
possibility of a break somewhere along the Ethernet cable. The effects of
improper termination can be produced by a break anywhere in the cable.
Once all connections have been checked, restart the router Macintosh.
Chapter 11: Troubleshooting
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• Symptom: Thc tat In router windows Is lllegible or appears to be displayed
In tbe wrona font.
Cause The router Macintosh does not have the necessary foots insealled in its
System Folder.
Solution The Router desk accegory uses the following fonts in its displays:
• 10.point Geneva
• 1().poiri CDUrier
• 12-point Oiicago

If any d these foru is not installed in the router Macintosh, use the
Macintosh Font/DA Mover utility to add them to the System Folder. These
foots should be available on most Macintosh computers, but may have been
removed from the Macintosh you are using.

Error messages at startup

This seaion lists error messages displayed during router startup. These
messages indicate that some condition was encountered that prevents the
router software from running.
When router startup is interrupted, the Macintosh reverts to using the builtin LocalTalk network connection (through the printer port).

l::. Important After correcting a problem that has interrupted router startup, you need to
~

the router's Restart Status to On in the Setup window before restarting
the system. t::..

The Router could not run. Adriver for one of the AppleTalk
connections can not be found. The built-In Localralk port will be
used for your ApplcTalk connection.
No AppleTalk conncc.tion driver could be found for a port that you've set up.
Check the System Folder and, if the required drivers are there, try to restart
the router. If a driver is missing, or if the problem persists, reinstall the drivers
and/or the router software.

The lout.er could not run because there Is no seed router on the network
connected to port [Port Dcsaiption].
The Rout.er could not run because there Is no seed router on the network
connected to the User's Port.

lo6
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The loutet a>Uld Dot run. AD error occurred while Installing a driver
for one of the ports. 'l1lc buih-ln toc:arralk port will be used for
your AppleTalk CODDection.
The router softw2re had a problem loading an AppleTalk driver. Apwible
cause is inability to find a network resource, such as an ElherTalk card. Make
sure that no card has been moved since the router's setup. Clbis message will
also appear if )'O'l've intentionally removed an interface card, until )'O'l change
the router setup to reftec1 this change and restart.)
11le louter could not nm because AppleTalk scrrices ould Dot be

accessed.
Although AppleTalk may be active on your Macintosh, an external, networkbased problem is making AppleTalk services inaccessible to you at this time.
Possibly, all available node addresses on a a>Mected network are being used.

The Router coulcl not run. Please use the Chooser to activate
AppleTalk.
Check in the Macint~h Chooser to make sure that AppleTalk is set to Active.

'l1lc Router coulcl not run. Please use the Router DA to set up the
Router's ports.
Al

(

least two ports must be set up before you can run the router.

The Router coulcl not run. The Router file was not found. Please
relnsta.11 the Router.
Make sure the router file is in the System Folder. If it is there, try to restart the
router. If it is missing, or if the problem persists, reinstall the router software.
The Router could not run. The startup disk Is locked.
The startup disk on the router's Macinta;h must be unlocked because setup
information may have to be written to the disk. Unlock the disk, set Restart
Status to On, and reslart the router.
'l1lc Router could not run. The network number 111 you have set up
for one of the Router's ports Is lo conflict with that network's actual
number, 222. Please use the Router DA to correct that value.
A network number entered in this router's setup does not match that

network's number as identified in a routing table received from another
router on this network. Verify the information and correct it in the Router
Setup window.
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The Router muJd not nm. The network t111ge 110 to 111 you have set
up for one of the Router's pol'll 11 ID cooJlict with that network's
actual tl1l&e, 220 to 222. Please use the looter DA to c:orrcct that
nngc.
A network range entered in llm router's setup does not match that
nenrmrk's range u identified in a routing table received from anodler router
on llm network. Verify the information and correct it in the Router Setup
window.

The Router could not nm. The 1.0t1e aame 'DD' you bale set up for
one of the Router's ports Is ID confllct with zone name 'frn' on that
port's network. Please use the Router DA to correct that zone name.
Azone name entered in this router's setup does not match that zone's name
u identified in a routing table received from another router on this network.
Verify the informatioo and correct it in the zone list
The Router could not run. The zone name 'DD' you have set up ID
the zone llst for network range 111 to 222 Is not ID the ac:tual zone
llst for that network. Please use the Router DA to correct that zone

name.
A zone list entered in this router's setup does not match the zone list for this

network range, u identified in a routing table received from another router
on this network. Verify the information and correct it in the zone list.

The Router could not run. Zone name 'Xlca' has not been set up for
network range 111 to 222, but is ID the actual zone Ust for that
network. Please use the Router DA to add that zone name.
Azone name in the zone list for the network range indicated appears in
another router's routing table, but has been omitted from this router's setup.
Verify the information and correct it in the zone list

The Router could not run. The zone llst you have set up for network
range 111 to 222 Is In conflict with that network's actual zone list.
Please use the Router DA to correct that zone list.
The zone list you have entered for the network range indicated is entirely
different from the zone list for this network range entered in another router.
Verify the information and correct it in the zone list

The Router could not run. The default :zone 'DD' you have set up
for one of the Router's ports Is in conflict with default :zone 'yyyy'
on that port's network. Please use the Router DA to correct that
default zone.
1~
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The default zone selected for a network range must be the same in each seed
router for the network having that range. Verify the information and correct
it in the zone lat.
The louter could not run. The loutcr tlle Is damaged. Please
reinstall the Router.
Some portion of the router software has become corrupted. You must reinstall
· the router software.

Error messages In the
Router desk accessory

Error messages listed below are displayed during during operation of the

Router desk accessory. The messages arc listed alphabetically and are followed
by an explanation only if you need to respond in a way that isn't explained by
the message text

+ Au.dfo or utsuaJ alert.· If, while trying to open the Router desk accessory,
the system beeps once and returns to the Finder, system memory is
insufficient to open the desk accessory. You may need to shut down any
concurrent applications before opening this desk accessory. (If the volume
has been set to zero on the Macintosh Control Panel, the menu bar will
flash once.)
A network number can only have decimal or hc:udcdmal digits.
A network range must consist of two numbers. Both numbcts must be

zero or both numbers must be non-zero.
If you enter a zero to indicate a nonseed port, both numbers in the range
If this is not a nonsccd pon, neither number may be zero.

must be zero.

A network range

must not duplicate or overlap another network

range.
Two or more networks have been set up with the same network number.
Each network on the internet must be given a unique number, unless it is the
value 1.et0.
A port description cannot be more than 31 charac:tets ta length.
At least one port must be set up If the Restart Status Is set to Oo.
At least one zone name must be entered If the port's network. number
fldd Is not zero.
If a nonzero network number is entered for a network during router setup, at
least one zone name must be entered. Azone name must be entered even if
the internet contains only one zone.

A User's Port must be selected.
Chapter 11: Troubleshooting
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The router cannot nm unless one of the networks listed in the Setup window
is selected as a User's Network. See the setup instructions in Chapter 4.

Azone name cannot be more than 32 characters in length.
A zone name of ... is not allowed.
The single asterisk cha1'2cter is reserved by AppleTalk protocols to signify
"this zone.• It cannot be used as a zone name.

Coafltmatioo. of your new password has failed.
The password you typed does not match your first entry. C.arcfully retype
your passwords, making sure to match uppercase and lowercase charaaers.
Could not tlnd the Router file. please reinstall the. Router.
Could not open the Router file. Please reinstall the Router.
There may be too many files open on this Macintosh, or the Router file may
be missing. Make sure the Router file is in the System Folder. If it is there, try
to restart the router. If it is missing, or if the problem persists, reinstall the
router software.

Could not save setup infonnation in the Router file. Please check
that the disk is not locked before continuing.
The startup disk on the router's Macintosh may be locked It must be unlocked
so that setup information may be saved. Unlock the disk and continue.

Network numbers must be in the range of 1-65279 ($I-$FEFF hex) for
seed ports, or r.ero for non-seeed ports.
Printing could not be completed. The Router software was damaged
or incorrectly installed. Please reinstall the Router.
This message is displayed if any error occurs while using the Router menu's
Print Current Window command. Check !hat the printer is operating properly
and try reprinting. If the problem persists, there may be insufficient memory
to run the printing routines. Try selecting another printer in the Chooser.

The new password could not be saved. Please check that the disk is
not locked before continuing.
The port cannot be activated. Conflictlog infonnatioo. for this
network was entered in another Router.
While the port was inactive, conflicting network number or zone name
information about the connected network was entered in another router.
Verify the information and change the router setup as needed.

The port description cannot be more than 31 characters long.
110
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There Is not enough memory to open all the AppleTalk connection
flies. Please close other appllcatlons or DAI before continuing.

There fa not enough memory to open the Boutet DA. Please close
other appllcadons or DAI before continuing.
If one or more concurrent applications arc running on the router's Macintosh,
there may be imuff'Jcicnt available memory to run the Router desk accessory.
You11 need to perfam a shutdown of a concurrent application before running
the router, and may need to install additional memory to run these concurrently.
There Is not enough memory to prinL Please close other
appllcatlons or DAI before continuing.
There is not enough memory to save the setup information. Please
close other appllcatioos or DAI before continumi
The louter cannot print to a spooler Installed on this machine.
Please open the Chooser and select another printer.
The printing service currendy selected in the router Macintosh Cho<Kr is a
print spooler, such as the AppleShare print server, that is running on the
router Macintosh. You must select a different printer to print from the
Router desk accessory.
The Router can not run on tlUs model of the Macintosh computer.
The AppleTalk Internet Router can be run only on the Macintosh Plus,
Macintosh SE family, and Macintosh II family computers.
The louter software was damaged or Incorrectly installed. Please reinstall the Router.
The router software will not be available if the Router file was incorrecdy
installed. You cannot use the Macintosh Font/DA Mover utility to install the
Router desk accessory. Restart the router, and if the problem persists, reinstall
the router so~ware.
Too many characters have been entered.
You cannot set up the Router. No AppleTalk connection drivers were
found In the System Folder. Please reinstall the Router.
AppleTalk connection drivers are needed for the router to recognize the
different AppleTalk network conneaions. Restart the router from the disk
onto which the router 5Mware was installed. If the problem persists, reinstall the drivers and/or the router so~ware.

You cannot enter a :zone name if the port's network number is set to
zero.
Chapter 11: Troubleshooting
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You CUUlot make the User's Port laactift

Deactiva1ing the User's Port is ncx pennitted. 'Ibis would cause network
services on th~ port to be lost. Any concurrent application oo the router's
Madliosb, such as an ApplcShare fdc server, oould be lost to network users.
Yoa CUUlOt set up more than 8 pol1S.
Your password cannot be more than 8 c:hatactas long.
Yoa typed the old pwword incorrectly.
You typed the password inc:orrectly.
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Planning an AppleTalk Internet

T

H1S APPENDIX PROVIDES GUIDELINES FOi PIANNlNG

• the layout of an AppleTalk internet
• the placement of internet routers
• the assignment of network numbers, ranges, and zones

These guidelines are provided for network administrators at all levels of
experience, but the information is particularly relevant to beginning network
administrators. While the discussion of planning, in some cases, assumes you
are creating a new internet, the guidelines apply equally to installing a router in
an existing internet.

(
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When do you need to create an internet?
Three situations most commonly call for installing a router to create an

internet:

• To monect two or more ezlsting netwotb
Generally, computer networks that serve the needs of separate work
groups in different parts of an organization are installed separately.
Routers can connect these networks into an irtemet, allowing users on
each network to access network services on the entire internet
These networks may be or different types, using different connection
methods and transm~ion media, and may require a router that can
overcome these differences while connecting the networks together.
• To enJarae a network that has reached its maximum length or
number of devices
Anetwork can be enlarged beyond its specifted limits by the addition of a
router. Devices called ~atmand bridges also allow you to increase a
network's size and number ri devices, but they do not produce separate,
individually addressable networks.
Rather than adding cables and devices to a single network, it is often more·
efficient to grow by creating new networks, using routers. This can result
in better performance on each new network, and allows the creation of
independent work groups.
• To isolate traffic on difJ'erent parts of a network
When many users try to use network services simultaneously, network
performance is reduced. For example, one group d network users
performing frequent, high-volume printing tasks might cause network
congestion for all other users.
A router can separate such a network into two networks that can
communicate with each other but that are functionally independentthereby isolating local traffic on each network and improving ·
performance.
These three objectives are not mutually exclusive; the creation of an internet
often involves several routers and may satisfy all the above objectives.
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Planning the physical layout of an internet
Since most computer networks arc likely to grow, it's important to design an
internet that will continue to deliver high performance as you camca new
networks and add computers and servers.
The key to an expandable Internet Is a layout that supports growth while
mafntafnfng the most eftident route pou.lble between any two networksin terms of both hops (the nwnba' of Jntentning networks) and speed.

Creating a map

Begin the internet planning process by creating a map of the desired internet
layout This map can be hand drawn, or computer aided with the help of
graphics software, such as MacDra~.
It's useful to obtain floor plans of the building locations involved in the
internet, to help determine the relative scale and locations of the networks
you need to draw. (Floor plans may be available from the facilities
management department of your company or the building management
office of your building.)
Using a copy of the floor plan as a background, draw in the networks and
routers needed for your internet. Use the guidelines for network layout
provided in this appendix, and make adjustments to fit your plan as
necessary.
The network map will serve three purposes:
• To help you determine where routers are needed
• To help you determine the optimum placement of routers for the least
number of hops between all connected networks
• To provide a visual reference of where networks and devices are located,
for use in troubleshooting network problems once the internet is
operating
The network map will be equally useful whether you are laying out a new
internet or installing routers to connect existing networks.
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Backbone networks

As you develop an internet plan, you will fmd that the creation of backbone
networks is one of the most useful tools available for designing an efficient
internet layouL
A backbone network is a network whose primary function is to transport

information between other networks, which are connected to the mckbone
by rourers. In the design plan of an iniemet, a mckbone can help to create
efflcielt routes between all pans of the intemeL Each network connected to
a backbone is no more than two hops from any other network connected to
the mckbone. This is Ulustraled in Figure A-1.
It's advantageous to create a backbone network if many separate networks
need to be connected to each other, or if networks that need to be connec.ted
are not physically contiguous.
• FJgure A· 1 How a backbone network is used
Example A
Without backbone
Neiwork 1

Network2

NetWOrk3

--------

Network4

Neiwcrk 5

ExampleB
With backbone
Neiwork 1

Neiwcrk2

Backbone

Network4
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In the Figure A-1, C12111ple Ashows ftve networks connected serially by

rooters, with no backbone. To get from Network 1 to Network 5, a packet
would need to travel four hops, and to contend with network traffic on the
three intervening networks-which may themselves be slower-speed
networks.
In contr2St, in example B, the same transmission would need to travel only
two hops, with the backbone network in between. (Network performance
can be further enhanced if that backbone ~ a high-speed network.)

Selecting the backbone network type
Any type of network that can be connected to a router can be set up as a
backbone. However, since the object of a backbone~ to enhance
perfonnance-and since the backbone may be used as a throroughfare for
many connected networks-it's desirable for the backbone network to
transmit data at a fast rate.
For example, any type of backbone can provide the efficiency of fewer hops
between networks, but an Flhernet backbone will also provide a high
transmission speed. The usage levels and performance needs of your own
internet should dictate your backbone selection.
It's important to note thllt network nodes can be connected directly to a
backbone network, pennitting heavily-used devices such as file servers to
become more efficiently accessible to networks connected to the backbone.

Where to place a router
Each internet ~. in some ways, unique: The connected networks can differ in
size, layout, and type. Provided a router ~ properly connected, there are no
absolute rules that govern the placement of routers in your internet
However, the following guidelines for router placement can help you to
improve the performance cl your internet.
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Selecting a router location
on each network

Arouter may be placed at any point in the length of a network. It ~n't
necessary to connect networks end-to-end As shown in Figure A-2, a router
an be the endmost device oo a network, or it an be located anywhere along
the network cable.
• Figure A·2 Sample router locations

RO\llef

Router

Router

Router

Router
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Creating redundant routes

Where pos.sible, try to create duplicate routes to each individual network.
Using th~ technique, called redundant routh:lg, yoo can prevert these
networks from becoming inaccessible to the rest ci the internet if a break
should occur on one ci their access routes.
In Figure A-3, a router has been added to the internet to produce circular
redundancy, creating an alternate acces.s route between any two networks
and improving network reliability.
• Figure A-3 A redundaru route layout
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Adding backbone
networks

As de.1Cl'ibed in the earlier d~Mioo of backbone networks, a backbone gives
each connected network a more direct route to every other netwak, with
the mininum possible number of hops. Alarge internet can c:onrain a
framewak of several backbone networks connecting all other networks.
• Flpre A-6 Networlc independenc:e through backbone design

Backbone

If a break should occur on any individual network (other than the backbone),
other networks can maintain uninterrupted communication, independently
of the inactive network.
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Relative network speed

Since you may canbine different typeS of networks in an AppleTalk internet,
you need to consider where l would be most advantageous to place higher
speed networks in the layout ci your internet. When pcmible, avoid placing
slower networks in a busy route between other networks.
• Figure A·5 laying out the internet for optimum performance
Not recommended

Loc:alTalk

Ethernet

Two examples of a more dlidmt layout

(

Recoauneaded

Recommended

Ethernet

Ethernet

Ioa!Talk

Ethcmet

l.DalTalk

Ethernet
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When connecting networks of different speeds, consider that the router
does not dfstinguish the speed of a network whm selectfng a route to a
destfnadon; fl
the route with the least mam.bet of hops.

mon

Wherever redundm routes exist, try to place fewer hops in the faster
network so that thi,, will be the path selected You may want to eliminate
redundant routes where their hop counts will cause the router to favor the
slower-speed rooie. This is illustrated in Figure A-6.
• Figure A-6 How some redundant routes can interfere with routing efficiency
Ethernet

Router4

Router 2
Router 3
Loc:alTalk

Loc:alTalk

·----------------------Node A

- - - - 4-hop route

---------- ~op route
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NodeB

Jn this internet, Router 1 will rorward a packet
through the shorter, 3-hop route, even though
it is slower. To prevent this, eliminate the
redundant route by removing Router 3.
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Assigning network numbers, ranges, and
zones
The procedure for assigning numbers and names to networks and zones is
dcscribcd in Chapter 6, "Setting Up the AppleTalk Internet Router.• The
format you use to identify networks is subject to a few restrictions, such as
the length and maximum value of network numbers, but it is otherwise
detemined by your own preferenccs and conventions, ntt by any specific
rules.
However, observing certain guidelines in how you identify networks can help
to maintain order as the internet grows and the number of networks and
zones increases. These guidelines are described in the following sections.

Assigning network
numbers

In large and fast-growing intemets, it's useful to observe a consistent
network numbering system-a special format for the creation of network
numbers.
Such a system involves assigning a location code or department code to the
digits in a network number. The examples in Table A-1 illustrate how a
network numbering system can help to identify networks in an orderly way.
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• Table A· 1 Asample network numbering system

Enmplel
Sample NetWCX'k Range: 12345-12399

;;:~--·________.Jr

r

T4
5

Network range

_

Enmple 2 (shown in hex)
Sample Netwcrk Range: $0123-$01FF

::~-----------$r. o.
Neiwork range

t

T2
3
_

A network numbering system serves three purposes:
• It facilitates the assignment of network numbers when new networks

are created.
• It gives a meaning to each network number, so that an administrator can

look at a routing table or other network listings and associate the
network numbers with their physical counterparts.
• It allows networks that are not currently connected to be merged into
the internet in the future without causing network number conflicts.
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Assigning network ranges

If a netwak containing more than 253 AppleTalk nodes is to be COMected to
an AppleTalk Internet RoulCI', a if a network in your internet is expected to
grow beyond 253 AppleTalk nodes in the future, you must assign a network
range to that network.
'When uslgnln1 a lldWOrk ranae, be sure the size of the range allows for
ample network jp'OWth.
Fa example, in a network containing 1000 nodes, the range 1-4 would
accommodate CUITCnl neem (4 X 253 nodes • 1012), but would allow only 12
free node admes.,es fa future growth. Exceeding this level of growth would
require you to shut down the router and assign a new, larger netwak range,
disrupting network services to users.

The recommended guideline in choosing a network range is to allow capacity
for at least twice the current number of nodes, and more if rapid growth is
anticipated. Since an AppleTalk internet suppons up to 65,279 network
~.a over 16 million ~ible node addr5es (65,279 x 253 nodes), it's
~ible to assign oversized network ranges and still have sufficient
addresses fa a very large internet

(

Example:

Asingle FlherTalk network connecting 300 nodes is to be connected to an
AppleTalk Internet Router, and the network is expected to grow by 30% in a
year.
Choo!iina the ranie:
A network range containing two network numbers would support the
anticipated year's expansion. However, similar growth in the foil owing year
would require you to change the setup of all the netwak's seed routers.
A network range containing at least four network numbers is recommended
for this network.
For further flexibility in your internet setup, when assigning network ranges,
allow wide margins between the ranges you select. For example, if a range of
100-110 is assigned to a network, you may want to start the next range with
network number 120 rather than network number 111. If your internet haS
relatively few networks, margins between network ranges can be very large.
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AppleTalk network zones and zone lists are defined in Chapter 2, •AppleTalk

Creating AppleTaJk zones

Tenm and Concepts.•

1bere are two principal objectives in aeating multiple zones for the internet:
• to balance the number of network services presented to users

• to support the creation of departmental work groups

Creating zones to balance network services Jn the Internet
Through the Chcaer desk accessory, a network workstation presents lists
of all the available printers and servers in a given zone. These include file
servers, print servers, and mail servers. The user selects desired services from
these lists.
In an internet having hundreds or thousands of nodes, if all nodes were in the

same zone, the listings of available servers presented to users would be
extremely long and cumbersome to use.
Defining multiple zones can create a balance between the number of users
and the number of servers available to them. Figure A-7 illustrates this
concept
• FiSure A-7 Balancing services through AppleTalk zones
Zone list
Port:

i'f EtlltrTelk

Default: Zane JI

loneR
Zone B
Zone C

~

( CIHrllll)

(

Delete

)

(set oer11un]

I

lldd

I

Dane

I

Cencel

Zone list for Network 1
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Server registered
in Zone A

j.

~

Network 1

Server registered
inZoneB

j.

Server registered
inZoneC

p
r
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Creating 1.0ncs to facilitate departmental grouping
Agroup ci users assigned to the same zone can efficiently share the network
resources in that zone. But since a department's boundaries do net necessarily
correspond to a physical network cable, a zone list can add flexibility to the
creation of work groups by allowing users on the same physical cable to be in
different zones. Figure A-8 illustrates this point
• f"igure A-8 How zones help users on different physical networks share services

File server
Printer in
in
Zone A Zone A

Zone A

Flle server
Zeme B

Zeme A

Zone A

ZoneB

Zone B

Zone A

Zone B

in
Zone B Zone B

Priata'
1a
.ZO.e B

ZoneA
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Effects of the AppleTalk Internet
Router on Network Nodes

Tim

APPENDIX OF.SCRIBES CONDmoNS UND£R WlllO! A NODE ON AN ApPLE'fALK

network may be affected by the operation of a router.
If unexpected network-related conditions are encountered by network nodes
while the router is operating, consult the network troubleshooting guidelines
in Chapter 11 of this guide, and the owner's guides of the affected node
hardware and software.
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'Jbe AppleTalk Internet Router's operation is generally transparent to users of
network nodes. However, the presence of an active router may require action
f'ran a node's user or administrator when the node first deteds the presence
cl the router. Tbs may occur on one d two occasions:
• when the node is fll'St connected to the network
• when a router first becomes active on the network

Connecting a node to a network
When any node is conneaed to an AppleTalk Phase 2 network /or the first
ttme--if routers are to be used on that network-then at least one seed
router should be aaive on the network.
If, lot any reason, 110 .router Is active when the node Is tint connected to
the network, then once a router does become actm, tbe node's AppleTalk
connecdoll may need to be reestablished before tbe node can communkate
with tbe rest ot tbe internet. Reestablishing tbe AppleTalk connectfon
allows tbe node to acquire a new network address that Is consistent with
tbe router's setup.

The next section, •Reestablishing a Node's AppleTalk Connection,• describes
how to reestablish the AppleTalk connection on a Macintosh node. This may
be necessary under two conditions:

• If the node has never previously been used on an AppleTalk Phase 2
network, its AppleTalk connection will need to be reestablished before
any internet services can become available to it
• If the node has been moved from another network where an AppleTalk
Phase 2 router was running, lhe node may have saved its prior network
address, which will conflict with the new address. The node's AppleTalk
connection should be reestablished tmmedtalely. Otherwise, the node
may lose access to all local network and internetwork services.
In either condition, when a router does become active on the network, the
node may display an alert message indicating that the user must reestablish
AppleTalk in order to use internet services.
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Reestablishing a node's AppleTalk connection
Follow the instructions below to reestablish the AppleTalk connection on a
Macintosh node:

L Open the Control PaneL
Choose Control Panel from the Apple menu.

1-2

lil@H

Loc~1T~1k

•

li!,hiiiil

2. Click the Network icon.

The Control Panel displays an icon for each AppleTalk connection available
on this node.

3. Click the Icon for the desired AppleTalk connection.
If there is a zone list for this node, it is displayed.

4. Press Return to conflrm the node's zone.

S. Close the Control Panel

The AppleTalk conneaion is reestablished.
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Selecting a node's zone
If a zone list is ertered in the setup information fer a network, each node on
the network can belong to any zone in Ihm list. LocalTalk networks are
alwaJ5 mociared wkh a single zone name rather than a list, so no zone
selection is performed for I.oca1ralk nodes.
A oode's zone mgenerally selec:ted t'rom the network's zone list when the
node is oonnecr.ed to the network for the fm time, and can be changed at
any time.
Since not all nodes are capable of displaying a zone list (for example, certain
non-Apple computers), a node will reside in the default zone for its network
unless a zone is explicitly selecred for the node.
The default zone for a network is selected by the network administrator
during router setup, when entering the network's zone list. It is the first
entry made in the zone list, unless the network adminmtor designates a
differem zone as the default zone.

b.. Important Once a node's zone has been selected, it's ncx necessary to selea it again each
time the node is started up. The node's zone name remaim saved until it is
changed by the user or administrator. 6.
To selea a Macintosh node's zone:
L Open the Control Panel
Choose Control Panel from the Apple menu.

2. Click the Network icon.

The Control Panel displays an icon for each AppleTalk connection available
on this node.

LocalTalk
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li!.i§iiill 3. Click the Icon for this node's AppleTalk connection.
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If the selected AppleTalk COMed.ion is EtherTalk or TokenTalk, a zone list
is displayed.

""--~

Jill

PubllCIH. . 1

l!!j
I

•

..........
-·-·-_

-

4. Select the zone for the Madlltosh node.
The node's currently scleaed zone is displa}'Cd To change this select.ion,
click the desired zone name in the list

I c- I

5. Clck OK or preu Return.

6. Close the C.Onttol Panel
The procedure is completed, and the node now belongs to the selected
AppleTalk zone.
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